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Evidence cf GHANDGI K M , taken on 28 September, 194-5)
at the Fr is oner-of-"War and Internee Camp, liorotai,
before Lir. Justice Mansfield.
Sapper Clerk JOGIftDAi SINGH is sworn as Interpreter.
My full number, name, rank and unit
are 8355 Naik Chandgi Ram, 2/15, funjab Kegiment.
I was first captured by the Japanese
on 27 December, 194-1, 13 miles from Kuching^ I was first
confined in Kuching prison camp, where I remained for two monthsf
While I was at Kuching I was put in a cell with 212 other_
Indians. We were In the cell for one month, after which time we
were taken out to .work on the air strips and to fill bomb crater§_.
For the first month we were prisoners in the cell night and day
but for the second month we had to work from daylight to dark and
sometimess.t night. We were kept in the cell ovrrnight, The
Japanese gold us that we would be given food but for three days
we were without food at all. On the first day we were captured
the Japanese tied us up. After that we were not tied up but were
slapped across the face many times.
Some Australian and British prisoners
were kept in the adjoining cell end we were beaten for giving ,
them fco£. I do not know the name of the Japanese responsible
but an Australian officer was in the engineering office. The
British officers were Lieut. Fallower and Lieut. Kodges.
At Kuching we were told that we would
be taken to Miri and that after 2 months we were to be taken back
to Kuching. However, the Japanese put us on a ship in a cell.
The space was adequate for 50 men but 213 of us were confined in
this cell. We could not lie down or stand up but had to sit
down. We were taken to Kuela B?lat first, where we landed, and
then we were taken by truck to Seria, where we remained for one
year. The Japanese threw us about 50 pieces of bread in the cell
on the ship but many of us went without fcod. We were given water
on the ship. We were on the ship for three days.
When in Seria I was beaten many times
with sticks and rifle butts and I was kicked also. A bone near
my neck was br oken as a re suit and my teeth were knocked out. I
had scars cn my body from the Meetings. I had to work in the
mornings until 12 o'clock and then we rested for an hour, after
which we had to work until 7 o'clock in the evening and sometimes
until 8 o'clock.
We were given bad rice mixed with lime
in Seria. At that time we were not used to eating rice and became
week. Those of us who were unable to work were beaten and those
j who could not carry heavy loads were also beaten. I cannot
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Jremember the nsme of the camp commander but L/Cpl. Vvada was one of
(the Japanese there5 he was one of these who beat us.
I suffered fror: bei i beri in the camp
but received no medical tieatpjcnt, however, an Indian civilian
doctor there smuggled us some iredicine,
We lived in ooden houses with an iron
roof. One of the huts was about 60 yards long by 10 yards wide.
There were three huts; each contained about 74 soldiers.
In Seria camp we were given just
rice; for three days we were given a few vegetables but after that
we did not get any for two weeks, and then we sometimes got our
vegetables from, jungle bushes, A Jap would take two or three sick
Indians into the jungle and make the two or three of them carry
the jungle vegetables back.
Two British officers, a Eritish sergeant
and a -private were taken to Kuching from Seria camp, and later I
and all the other Indians were taken to Kuala E c l a t * I was at
Kuala Ealat for the rest of my period. I was beecen with a leather
bc-lt, end the Jep also took off a boot and beat me across the face
with it. Lostly our soldiers were beaten as they were taken off
to work, and when they said we were working alowly they beat us.
Those who beat me were Oka, Lieut
Yamaguchi (the camp, commander) and Atada, Atada was the man who
gave me the beatings, broke my right collarbone, struck me on
^the left aim, and knocked out my front bottom' teeth»
One day after Allied planes had gone
over, and everybody had been hidingx one of the Indians went into
the garden at the camp to get some sweet potatoes. Atada came
out and saw him there, and 1-eat him with a shovel. He took me
into the lines and tied me with hands in front, around the stomach,
and around both legs; I was thus tied for 24 hours, and was given
no food. This other Indian was Lai Gul; he is here in Morotai
camp now.
At Kuala Ealat we were asked by the
Japanese to help in en attack on the Eritish. The Japs selected.
35 of cur men and took them to Miri. Two of the 35 were Santokh
Singh and Neil: Lakhmir oingh. They are here in camp now. They
refused to sign the papers the Japanese asked them to sign.
At Kuala Balat, Indian officers were
^u.t in charge of Indian work r&rties6 I was beaten many times there
with sticks and bits of steel pipe, I had malaria and beri beri
there; but I got no treatment for them. At first we were given
enough rice end vegetables, but when we refused to help them
against the British the Japanese reduced our rations<, After that
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they brought two Indians into the crmp to lecture us to try to gel
us tc help the Japs against the Allies, but this had no result
and the two Indians went away again. The Japs reduced the
rations more, and we just got a. handful of rice a day.
We were forced, to try to learn the
Jap language. We had to count, and when we forgot the numbers
we were beaten.
We used to plant gardens and sick
men were supposed to work on them; somecimes it .happened that
some of the Indians were unable to work; bat '•hey were taken to
the gardens and made to wcrK, and beaten; and at night a sick
man would die.
In one month about 55 Indians died
of starvation at Kuala Balat, About over 130 Indians died there
whilst I was at the camp, including 65 killed by the Japanese.
One night the Japanese ordered all
of the Indians to fall in. However, I did not. fall in; I hid
in the bushes nearby. I did not actually see the killings, but
I heard the Indians crying; and in the morning I went in and saw
that all of the Indians' heads had been cut off.
Lieut. Yamaguchi was in charge at
Kuala Brlat at the time of that happening. Gpl Hoira, and
Oka and Atada, also were present.
These four were all concerned in the
killing of the Indians that night. This happened about 13__or_
14 June, 19-^5. I do not remember the e:-.:act date. Some Indians
were beheaded and the rest were bayonetted; those who were
bayonetted included some still alive at that time. Two of them
are alive to this day --• Santokh Singh.-, who is in this camp now;
and Mohd Sad?q, who is in Labi.ian, Also L/Naik Chulam Hussain,
who has gone to Australia. Umed Ali also was there; he was one
of those who did not fall in.
Two days later the Japanese returned
and set fire to the hut in which this massacre had been committed..
I saw the burnt Indians — the ashes and the bones .
. •
At night? ^iic Japanese made Indians
guard themselves at most tir-co, u'rie day a Hsviidar was
compelled to take a wooden rifle on guard, but he refused;
he was beaten so much that he became unconscious; then they put
me on guard and forced me to take the wooden rifle; however, I
refused, anci I was beaten. I was beaten with the wooden rifle and
a stick. The Japanese who beat the two of us were Atada and
Moriaon.••--A^&da," Atada beat the Kevildar, the Havildar's name

is Lai Eadshah; he is in camp here at Korotai now.
Then an Indian officer came and asked
the Japanese why they were beating the Indians, pointing out
that this should not be done. Temporarily the beatings were
stopped. Then Atada asked the Indians to light fires in the
barracks to remove the mosquitoes * At night Atada asked why
the fires had been lit; and Atada said he had not asked anybody
to light any fires. He called five Indian officers and six ORs
and beat them with a steel pipe; then the farty was taken to the
military police and beaten again until they fell unconscious.
They were badly injured. They were trying to make the Indians
say that Atada had not told them; that they had been told to
light the fires by an Indian Officer. The Japanese Atada said to
therapy011 are no longer Indian soldiers - you are Japanese labour
c o r p s T h e military police beat them with cane sticks. Cold
water was poured over the men to restore them, when they again
were beaten. After 13 days four ORs were brought back to the
camp. From the military police area they were taken to another
place; one Indian officer died because he was beaten too much*
Nobody was allowed to bury him. The Indian's name was Subedar
Mohd Anwar.
In March, 1945? two Indians escaped
from Kuala Ealat camp but after three days they returned; when
asked why they had escaped they said that hunger had compelled
them to go to look for food. They were beaten by Atada and then
taken to the military police, who again beat them. These two
Indians told me they were forced to say that Ravildar Sheo Ram
ordered them to escape from the camp and to bring back informatior.
of Allied landings. However, the two Indians refused to say this,
despite the beatings. But the Japs went round the camp and
said that Sheo Ram had ordered the Indians to escape, so Sheo
Ram was beaten by the military police. For ten days they were all
beaten, and had no food, Then they were brought back to the camp
on stretchers; for a month they were very sick, and then the
two Indians who had escaped died. Sheo Ram is here in Morotai
camp now; he still has wound scars.
Atada sometimes used to get an NCO
and say "You are having some connection with Allied planes". He
accused each in turn of this^ and m e n "brat "thS'ffi-——somebody
was being beaten daily over this. Besides Atada, Oka beat us;
and Yamaguchi ordered his NCOs tc beat all .f the Indians.
I, JOGIIvDAR ' HIGH, being duly sworn, state as follows;
I have read what urports to be a transcription and translation
of evidence given by Chandgi B M before kr. Justice Mansfield,
.with myself as interpreter on 28 September, 1945, and state that
it is/true and accurate translation of the; evidence so given
b^r the said Chagdi RAM;
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I was present before His Honour Mr. Justice MansileldCoAthis date when Changdi RAM swore that the said evidence was
true in substsnce and in fact and immediately before the said
Changdi RAM so swore I read to him a true and accurate
translation of the said evidence in the Indian language.
(Signed)

Jogindar Singh

I/.Changdi RAM, do swear that the evidence read to me by
JOGBDAR SINGH immediately prior to my taking this oath is to
my knowledge true in substance and fact.
(Signed) Changdi Ram
Taken and sworn before me at Morotai )
this 28th day of September, 1945.
(Signed) A. J. Mansfield
Commissioner;

)

)
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Evidence of MAHOMED
taken on 27th September, 1945, at the Prisoner-of-War
end Internee Reception Depot, Morotai, in the presence
of Mr. Justice Mans field",.
Sapper Clerk JOG IN DAN SINGH, 17 FieldCoy., is sworn as
interpreter.
My number is 13133 and my unit the 2/15
Punjab Regiment. I was captured by the Japanese on 25th
December, 1941, at Kuching. I was at Inching £or two months
and for the rest of the imprisonment was at Kuala Balat,
At Kuching t was not given enough
food, and was beaten whilst I was working on the air-strips.. I
was beaten with sticks, on the head and fkee* Another Indian
who was beaten at Kuching camp was Fazal Karietn. He has now gone
to Australia,*
From Kuching I went to Saria Camp,
about seven miles from Kuala Balat. In Seria camp we were not
given enough food and about 27 men die of diseases and starvation.
I was beaten with sticks and leather belts.
I was suffering from dysentery and
beri-beri at the time and was unable to work but the Japanese
forced me to work. I could not work properly so they beet me,
I was not badly wounded.
L/Cpl Wadav
Btirma,

A Japanese there who beat me was
I have heard that Wada went back to his unit in

1

At about 7 o'clock one night I was
ordered to go into the jungle to make a track but at the time I
was suffering from beri-beri and unable to work, and I asked to
be allowed to stay behind. The Japs tied me and put me in a
cell. They also beat me. At about midnight I loosened the rope
tied around my hands and at the saire time the Japs came in and
sew I was loose. They again beat me. Next day they again took
me to work, and they beat me again that night with sticks.
Many times the Japs asked us to join
them against the British, but we refused^ Indian officials were
taken away from us to other camps. When we refused to join agains
the British, the Japs reduced our rations and made us work
harder, and we were be-.ten whilst we worked.
VFte. Atadaywas one Jap soldier who
beat me. He was still at Kuala Bala:t when I got away from
there last June,
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On 16 June, this year the Japs put
on a midnight rollcall. At that time I and another man were
hiding in a trench nerr the camp. It was dark. I heard cries
when the Japanese were beheading the Indians in the camp.. In
the morning I went back and saw the hands of all themen were,
tied, and they had been beheaded.* There probably were 70 men
there» The man who got away with me is Taj Mohd - he is now
in Australia.
,
CpL

-A Gep-i Hoira was there during that
midnight rollcall and beheadings; I recognised his voice in
the darkness.
We neVor had enough food anywhere.
Those who were sick, as I was, were given less than those able
to work,
Lt. Komimura-was commander of the
camp. Three of the guards were L/Cpl vQke, Cpl. Hoira, L/Cpl,
Guchi. There also was 2nd. Lieut Ida, since promoted, I
believe to Lieutenant. He was a commander there.
There also was a f>te Morizan; he
beet the Indians many times. He also beat me. Once I was
ordered to water plants in the gerden; when I had finished I
went back to the lines; Morizan looked for me in the garden,
and when he found I was missing he ordered me back and kicked
me, and slapped me, and I 'was ordered to rim round the garden
for an hour.
I have read what purports to be a transcription and translation
of evidence given by MAHOMED before Mr, Justice Mansfield with
myself as interpreter on 27 September, 194-5? end state that
it is a true and accurate translation of the evidence so given
by the said MAHOMED. I was present before Mr. Justice Mansfield
on this date when MAHOMED swore that the said evidence was
true and correct in substance and in fact and immediately before
the said MAHOMED so swore I read to him a true and accurate
translation of the said evidence in the Indian language.
(Signed) Jogindan Singh.
I, MAHOMED, swear that the evidence read over to me by Jogindan
Singh immediately prior to my taking this oath is to my
knowledge true in substance and in fact.
(Signed) MAHOMED
Taken and sworn before me at )
M0H0TAI on this 27th day of
)
September, 194-5.
)
(Signed) A.J.Mansfield
Commissioner.
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Evidence of Naik PAr.TAF SINGH, taken on 27th
September, 1945* at the Prisoner-of-War and
Internee i.eception Depot, Lorotai, in the
rresence of Mr. Justice Mansfield,
Sapper Clerk JOGlftPArt SINGh, 17 Field Coy.,
is sworn Vas interpreter.
My full number, rank, name and unit
are 40834 Naik Fartap Singh, 17 Field Company.
I was captured on 15th February, 1942,
at Singapore. I was in hospital when I was captured and from the
hospital I went to Eiddadari Camp, where I remained until April,
1942. I was not ill-treated but the Japanese made us work. When
we^were unloading a shir in the harbour at Singapore, I saV.thfi
Japanese beating a few Indian soldiers who were w01 kingv They
were beating them with sticksv I do not know the names of the
Japanese or the Indian soldiers. Rifle butts and boots were also
used by the Japanese for beating. Some of the men were.bleeding
but none were knocked unconscious.
I was then transferred to Tayrsal Park
camp. 1 was myself beaten by the Japanese with sticks but I do
nojL.knnw.J&e names of the Japanese.. I received marks from the
sticks on my body but I was not bleeding. I was at Tayrsal Park
for about two weeks.
I then went to Lu.tong camp, in Ecrneo,
1 was there from Lay 194-2, until May, 194-3. I saw the Japanese
beating soldiers. The soldiers were not given sufficient rations
to satisfy their hunger and we were not given any clothing . The
soldiers were beaten with sticks, steel bars and wire pliers,.
\ t used to work on the oil wellsr and the Japanese, used to beat- us
with whatever instrument they had in their handSj The reason
-4given for the beating was that the Indians had fought against^
the Japaneset. Nearly all of us were "eaten but I cannot remember
"the names of all of them. Amongst these beaten were Lachman Singh,
jwho was later killed by the Japanese by beating, Sedha Singh,
Mehardali Shah, Dalip Singh, Ghulan Khan and Chai an Singh. I was
not present when Lashmar Singh was beaten. Frivate Miyo was one
of the Japanese concerned in the 1 eating, but I am unable to
remember the names of the others.
I remember going to Lutong Ferry with
some Australians on 23 June, 1945j I saw five dead Indians there;
the dead bodies were in the stream. Their hands were tied behind
f their tacks and they had been beheadedThe names of these
j soldiers were Sher Singh, Karen Singh, 'uraina, Malla and Mahomed
jlgbal. I could identify these men by the clothes they were
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we^r.ing |pd
ef tfcejr
§ kgSfie; I M
tjie^g mg£
before "as theft had been with me
the Lutong esmp. Ah Ihdian
civilian named Narfen Singh knew the Japanese killed these
soldiers * Their hands were tied and ahythlhe. thev had iti their _.
possession_jwas_ taken "from them. Narian Singh escaped in the bush,
1/vhen I left the camp in June 'Parian Singh was at Hiri cemr. At
first he was a driver for the Japanese. I last saw the five men
alive a week,before I stew their dead bodies. I was told by an
Indian civilian, Lahna Singh, that about 20 persons, including
sortie Atlstrslians_ and Indians, were killed by the Japanese. At
that time Lahna Singh was in Miri camp.

I^was one of 70 Indians who were taken
frnrr Lnt.nng camp to another camy aoouc nine ^''• i.es aw^y in Mav^
194-3. We were asked to join the Indian national army? we tcjjj_
'the Japanese tnat we would work under them 'our w3 wouli not~loJn
the Indian I\iat 1 onelarmy v We were being used a a coolie:-.-., loading
and unloading tne ships. 1 The Japanese beat tie > L'-'h sticks a nc:. ~
rifle butts. I was tied up with ropes; sometimf-j i:j hands were
tied and other times my legs were tied. I was !>;-<i-en 013 three
different occasions, My legs were bleeding as a remit and 1 still
have the scars, I was also beaten on the bact and on the face.
I was never attacked with swords but the Japanese told us we
were going__to__be killed. Of the 70 Indians, 41 were taken away
^-ond I -never saw them again. Some of the remainder came to
Jflorctsi)snd the others are still with the Japanese, Those who
came back included Fartaprao Sinde, Lamchandar Ga ichor, Dyanu
T'awre and Pen.au Latnekcr. I cannot remember the nanes of the
others. Those men named are ell atAiorotai^
I was beaten with sticks and rifle
butts by a Japanese named Lieut, Okamura» I was beaten all over
my body and was badly injured about" the ]egs and was unable to
walk for a monuh.
Some Indians were kept about 600 yards
from the camp. I was going to see nr, friends when the Japanese
saw that I was absent from my bed. Y»hen I came back they beet me.
We were given rice and sw-et potatoes
to eat and sometimes the roots cf bubble
We receive; h:?lf
a pound of rice per day. I was oick with, dysentery, malaria s.nd
beri beri while I was in camp. The Japanese did not give me any
treatment but a few pills
We had to work for nine hours a day.
Sometimes we had also to work ; t night to load and unload ships.
On occasions I was given rest from work.
prison camp at hiri.

V

some of them from diseese.

Lieut. 0chida)was the Commander of the
^
-— ^
A fair number cf Indians died in Lutong,
:
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The Japanese allowed us to cairy out
cur religious observances in the camp.
The Japanese took 20 civilians,
including Christians, Indians and Chinese, into the jungle
because they were accused of giving false pronananda co other
civiliansi. I never saw them again. They were taken from Miri
Camp. I did not see again the Japanese who escorted these 20
prisoners. Amongst those taken away were Suba Singh, Sohn Singh,
and FaUja Singh and_a Cnristian called Bill_. I cannot remember
the nares of the others.
I have read the purports to be a
transcription and translation of evidence given by Na.ik Fartap
Singh before Mr. Justicetyansfield. with myself as interpreter on
27 September, 194-5) and state that it is a tvac and accurate
translation of the evidence so given by the sa".c. Va:tap Singh.
I was present before Mr. Justice Mansfield on this date when
Fartap Singh swore that the said evidence was true and correct
in substance and in fact and immediately before the said Fartap
Singh so swore I read to him a true and accurate translation of
the said evidence in the Indian language.
(Signed) Jogindan Singh.
I, Fartap Singh, swear that the evidence read over to me by
Jogindan Singh immediately prior to my taking this oath is to
my knowledge true in substance and in fact.
(Signed) Fartap Singh.
Taken and sworn before me at Morotai
on this 27th Day of September, 194-5.
(Signed) A. J. Mansfield.
Commissioner.

IX-
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EXHIBIT "A"

Sgt. Maj . SUGINO Tsuruo of^/Borneo PW Internment Unit stated s
My name is Sjtr. Ma.j, S'JGINC Tsuruo and my unit is Borneo PW
Internment IIn.it, I joined this unit in Aug-, 42* Qii 23 Jan 45
I took charge of .L'v7 Lu:::>>?an PVs at LAETJAN with orders from LtT
Col". SUGA to take them from LABUAN to KUCHING, They were all fit
but some had malaria. Between 23 Jan, and 7 Mar 4-5 of these died
of malaria and beri beri in LABUAN. I left LABUAN on 7 Mar with
rL2_PVks_and 15 FOLIOS AN Civ„ Guards, We reached BRUNEI on 8
Mar 4-5 and remained there until 2 or 3 May 4-5and during that
time 30 PWs died of ml^.ria and beri beri0 There was no doctor
there but I issued medicine for malaria and beri beri to the
medical orderlies who in turn issued it to the sic PWs„ One
of the PWs tried to escape here and I know that the KEMPEI TAI
took him and I j344-apt j>ee him agairia. On about 2 or j May with
~82 PWs 1 left / J J L , I F F or K U A L A B E L a I T and arrived next day. On
arriving at il^SMISMAIT I reported to 1 A t - KAMIMULA and a WO
in comd. otf&ELiPZ.:
lApv While I was in KUALA EEL AIT the PWs were
camped in the old ;ic sure '".he* rre- where we remained until 26
or 27 May 45 Tfihlle T ^ T q I a L a BEL a IT V7 PW* d-,ed ';f malaria and
beri beri , During this time I received 7 Indian Pws from Lt,
K A M I I ULA of whom one was an officer but I
do not remember his
name. We left KUALA BELAI7 on 2? May 45 and arrived in Mil.I
on the following dayc On arriving in MILI I reported to Lt,
NISHIMULA who was OC of 20 ierial -Supply Coy, He ordered me
to go to Cape LOBANG, As s_>on as I received my oiders I went to
Cape LOEANG and the PWs were camped in a house inside a barbed
wire compound. The PWs house was made of bush timber and
roofed with coconut leaves a,: d was built remedy for us^when we
arrived there., The FWs remained here until S Jan 4g> 8 jDuring this
time they were employed growing vegetables in the vicinity of the
PW compound except that for two days they worked in MIL I township
unloading rice from boats and loading trucks- On arrival at Cape
LOBANG I reported to Capt0 H/SEGAWA but after that I had nothing
whatever to do with him* While the PWs were, ac Cape LOBAEG—
of them died of malaria and beri beri. There were twQ_JEnglish >
doctors., amongst the PWs and "hay examined the dead men'anc
X. the death certificates stating the cause of the death to be
'malaria a*id beri beri«, Copies of these certificates were forwarded
to jKJCHING^ The FWs were buried --n four graves near the compound.
Most of the FWs were sick with malaria, beri beri, sores and
ulcers, While at Caps LOB.-iNG tae Fuf's diet consisted of meat,
rice, sugar, tea, vegetables .and tobacco. Those PWs who were not
sick were fat and wella At 1500 hours on 8 Jen 45 the Sjt, Maj.
of HASEGAWA TAI told me that an English Jleet was approaching
B0LNEQ_. I became any inns for tie" safety of the r'lsanddecidecf
to move to a safer, place.. I then ordered the FWs to make small
bundles of their personal gfar to take with them, We left the
compound at 2000 hours and went via a jungle track over the hill
to LI AM Lde and reached the
mile LIAM LD at midnightc The
whole party remained here until 0400 hrs 9 Jun 45 when the 15 ft
l PWs and five guards returned -,o Cape LOBANG to pick up stores
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consisting of rice, salt, office stores and medicine. There were
at this time 20 fit men hut only 15 went back and of the remaining
28 sick ones 5 were unable to walk and had to be carried by the
fit men. Trie'carrying party of fit men returned about 1000 hours,
At about this ti-m cna of the FWs died cf malaria and beri beri.
In this move down the LIAM Ed, I__was responsible to no one and _
in complete charge of the FWs., At 0400 hours 9 -jun when the
l5~fit PVvs returned to Cape L0£ Aw G I sent a written message by
one of the guards to NIShlhUKA telling him that I was going down
the KIAla Ed, At loOO hrs that night I received a written message
from NISHIMUEA telling me jlsl take plenty of food and go to the
mountains0 At 1300 hes C9 Jun)15 PWs left X; mile and again
returned to Cape L0EANG with'5 guardss They returned at 1800
hrs, carrying similar stores to the last trip
All tho PWs had
a meal at loOO hrs and then at 2000 hrs the whole party left
and went to 5"2 mile E.IAM Kg arriving at 2200 hrs, The whole
party made camp In a deserted house and went tc sleep, At 0600
hrs. 10 Jun 45 the PWs arose, breakfasted and then were allowed to
rest throughout the mornings The FWs had a midday meal and at
1500 hrs the came 15 healthy PWs and ^-f our guards returned to 3i
mile KIAM Ed to bring back stores, s^t midday I burnt snmp old
Pw documents—and l e t t — J The only documents l kept" were those
relating to the living PWs and Pay matters. Documents concerning
PWs who died at BLUNEI and XUALA BEL AIT had already been forwarded
to KUCEING, While I was burning the documents about 100 metres
from the house I saw Capte 'Chambers1
going into the house
acting in what I thought was a suspicious manner as he was looking
all sides as he walked
CapJ4 " Chambers was amongst the party
who went back and I told NAGOj. the civ\ guard in charge that he
would probably try to escape in which cai>e he was to be killed •
At 1900 hours 5 or 6 men lead by Sjt3 ACKLAkD jumped up from where_
they were sitting outside the "house and. star '..od to run away» I
called~the guard tojops.' fire) on she esc-opfcinga- .•*§ • In the
confusion some of trie bullets' went in the house and caused the
PWs to come out. As they came out of the house they were shot
and bayonetted by the guards2 The sick PWs tried to crawl away_
and they were shot or bayonetted coming out of the house or outside
the house. I did not give any orders to cease fire in order to_
ave the sick because I was so excited that 1 did not know what was
! ia ppening
Those PWs who were not killed outright were put out
of their agony by shooting or bayonet ting,* Mien this was ove.r_
'.here were 32 bodiese I then ordered three or four of the guards
:
oihury ^therFWs-, I fhen^heard a-bur st "of firing coming from
ibout 1000 metres back along the I.IA1I Ed. I called about 6 guards
and ran in the direction of the firings When. I arrived there I_
/found that the FWs were then dead and were being carried to one
/pTaee~f0r burial by the guards. In addition to the guards I saw
8 men belonging to NISHIKURA TAI, Several men were digging two
graves that were about one foot deep when I arrived,
When the
graves were dug the PWs were buried and (the whole work was
completed by about 2030 hrs0 I asked NAGtf what had happened and he
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1old me that the FWs had been shot trying to escape and that _8
men of NISHIFUFA TAI had helped to kill them,. I did not ask any
further questions because I understood that the PWs had not been
trying to escape when they were killed,,. Although I gave orders
before they left to kill the PWs if they attempted to escape I
knew myself that they would be killed in any case,. After the Fv7s
were buried at the rd. I returned to the house to supervise the
burial of the others which finished at midnight * Some personal,
belongings were buried with the PWs and the remainder were burnt.
After saluting the dead all the guards went to sleep *f; We arose
at 0400 hours 11 June 45 and departed for the mountains. I sent
a civ. guard back t.o NI3HIMULA at the 1 mile to tell him that
the FWs had beei. killed trying to escape, I reached the 7 mile
on 11 Jun, the 10 mile on 12 Jun,
on 13 June I returned to Cap
LOBALG to pick up stores and burn down the compound^ Lt.
NISKIFULA was with me and 'it was he who gave orders~for the
compound to be burnt down, We threw oil all over the buil<JIng_
and set it on fire,. The Following men were guards with the party
of PWs killed on the road - NAG0 Kiroshi. KAWAMUFA Toryuhoshi,
NAKAYAMA Konishi, HAKAYAMA Koji. The following men were guarding
the PWs killed at the house - OKELUFA Susumo, HILOTA Seiichi,
KMASHIGE Maysayoshi, MATSUM0T0 Hideo. YAMADA Yoshimasa,
iUJIKANA Telsuo, KUMADA Morihei, YOKOHAMA. Ncbuo, HIHAYAMA Hideo,
—
(Signature) ,.(Sgo) L„ M, Turner Lt, (Witness
11 Oct, 45.
(Sgd) P. A. PENKLIS Cpl,
Interpreter.
(Sgd) C, E P Grace Lt-Col,
— F r e s i d e n t ,
SUGINQ Tsuruo of B0LNE0 BW INTEPKMEflT UNIT,
stare5i
I now admit that the statement I made on
11 Oct. 45 was not completely true, I will now tell the complete
truth.
The information I gave concerning the killing
of the 32 PW at the house at the 5^- mile LI AM HD is all true.
After the killing of the 32 FW, I together
with six or seven Formosan guards, immediately went to the 5
mile and waited until the arrival of N A N G O and three other
Formosan guards escorting 15 PW, who rested on a small track
leading off the road and opposite usc Shortly afterward, L/Cpl
K A N E L O and eight members of the N T S H I M U R A TAI also arrived from
the 5k mile.
I thought at the time that as food was
getting short, some of the PV« might try to escape and I decided
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that it would be better that we kill them.- After the FW had been
"resting about ten minutes, one of the European PW tried to
escape by running into the grass, _I then gave the order to
shoot the whole I'p rW J All the NISIiIkUhA TAI and five or six
Formosan guards took part in the shooting.
After the shooting, some of the PW were not
dead, so I ordered that they be shot and bayonetted as they lay^
on the ground. The man who had previously"run into the grass was
also shot, 'we then buried the bodies in two graves and I sent
'the members of the NISHILUEA TAI straight., back to 7 mile and
together with my own men-, I returned to 5i mile to complete the
burial of the PW killed there. I later went to 7 mile, where
I spent the night t
I solemnly and sincerely affirm
that the above evidence is
the truth, the whole truth and
nothing but the truth,

(Signdd)
25 Oct. 45.
Vitness (Sgd.) W0E.Letton I
Interrogating Officer

(Signed)(Matthew Liaw Eon Fatt)

Interpreter.

(Signed) C. Ii. Grace Lt. Col0
Fresident c
I certify that this is a true copy of a document referred to as
Exhibit "A11 contained in the proceedings of Australian Military
Court relating to the trial of STJGINO, Tsuro on two charges
of massacre.
(Sgd) T. 1. ICENANE
Lieut-Col.
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ATROCITIES COMMITTED AGADTST THE (SULUX PEOPLES
OFyKORTH BORITEO HJPISTG JAPANESE OCCUPfcTIOSr.

1.

^

The Suluk peoples of IT. Borneo.

A number of small islands off the West coast of F. Borneo are inhabited "by people of Suluk race whose original home was TAWI-TAWI and the
archipelago HE of Borneo.
CT'hey are Muslims^} About 60 or 70 years ago,
a number of Suluks from this archipelago, finding the Spanish rule oppressive
sought and obtained permission from the Sultanate of Brunei and later from
the Government of N. Borneo to transfer themselves to MAHTAIUNI, MA27GALUM
and other islands lying off the west coast of Borneo. They have lived there
peacefully(fonder British rale ever since.^
The Suluks are a fishing community.
The men spend a large part of
their lives at sea in fast-sailing pra.us.
Prom an early age the boys
become expert in the water. Their villages are built on piles over the
beach; usually there is amosque close by with a school attached. They
are a poor people and possess no cattle. They cultivate the coconut palm,
and tra.de their fish and coconut products for rice and cloth in the coststal
villages of Borneo.
On Mantanani are caves where the "edible swiftlets"
are found whose nests they trade with the Chinese. They indulge very little
in smuggling and have abandoned their former piratical habits.
They gave
no trouble to the British Government, and police a,nd other officials speak
well of them. **
They are a vigorous, bold and independent people, holding
themselves inferior to no man and generally liked by the British ana native
peoples of Borneo.
One branch of them are called BIUADUJTS.
mingled to some extent with BAJATJS and MOROS.

The Suluks have inter-

It is not easy to estimate the. population of the islands before the
war, as the numbers on each island varied from year to year and even from
month to month according to the heeds of their fishing and the changes of
the monsoon. Their total numbers are estimated at 938.
A few years of
'co-prosperity' have reduced this number to approximately 288.
2.

The Chinese Revolt of^October 1943.

The Japanese a.re said to have found the Sulks too independent from
the first, and unwilling to provide.a .labor—fo.Ece~.ar to-c^-e^rate^iitiv _thn_
Japane.se_fishing conroanies. But the real trouble did not begin until the
Ofrinesc .revolt of October 1943. The Chinese community in the area of
Jesselton (the administrative centre of the West Coa-st Residency), who had
suffered especially under the Japanese occupation, planned a revolt in 1943.
The leading citizens collected funds and sent one of their number, Albert
Kwok, to Tawi-Tawi where he made contact with Lt. Col. STJAREZ, and his
American-suo--orted guerrillas.
Kwok made two visits and returned with some
kind of commission granted by Suarez_
The revolt broke out on the "doubletenth" - i. e. the night of October 9th/l0th, 1943,ir." J.-rnrltorT --.?. :-r-igh-
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bouring villages.
About 40 Ja.r.E.nese were killed. The Japanese retaliated
by sending over planes which bombed and machine-gunned the villages north of
Jessertoi^i^zxTig t,o the ground every building in Kota Belua..^ and causing"
much" damage and loss of life in Tuaran, mengattal, Inanam and the surrounding country.
'Then Japanese ground forces were brought into action, the
guerrillas retired, fought r. small engagement at Inanam, 6 miles from Jesselton, and then withdrew into the jungle. Most of them were later tricked
into surrender.
To clear up the matter, a number of I^emoei Tai_were drafted from
Kuching to Jesselton. Daring the folllwing months they established a reign
of terror, arresting hundreds of men end women on suspicion and torturing
them to.extract information about the guerrillas. Forced confessions were
•-fallowed, by mass executions; on one occasion, admitted by the Japanese, 189
Chinese and others were executed.
Several hundreds of others perished in
prison from torture, starvation or disease.
(These events are referr.©d-to"by the Japanese as the "API incident",
^pi-Apijbeing the local name f t ^ J e s s e l t o i O ^ )
**
But an R. A. F. plan? was sent to inspect Mantanani about 15/yearg)ago
after reports of a raid from the island.
3. Participation of Suluks in the Rising.
The rising of October 1943 was a predominantly Chinese affair and the
Suluk people seem to have taken part in it only on the first night, after
which the guerrillas withdrew into the jungle where no Suluks followed them.
One report states that a party of__30 Suluks from Sulug Island, near Jesselton, landed on the night of the rising near the" Malay kampong at Jesselton,
armed with.parangs and spears, and burned down the Customs-shed and some
supplies of rubber and rice. It is also said that a party of Suluks under
their., oh inf. 0. jl." i R S A T f r o m Oudar Is landb attacked Menggattal and Telipok.
I did not investigate either of these reports.) It was probably a Suluk
prau which took Albert Kwok to Tawi-Tawi earlier that year.
4.

Ja.-Qg.nese Knowledge of the Suluks1 Participation.

The part played by the Suluks in the rising cannot have been very
conspicuous, for it was not until four months later that any action was taken
against them.
In February.1944 an expedition was 3ent to the Suluk island
of Mantanani. Although many arrests were made, it seems that the primary
object of the expedition was to search for a Chinese Guerrilla, believed to
be hiding in the island, and the Suluks were not thought to be otherwise
imolicatcd in the revolt.
3ut_a little later a certain Chinese, Dr. Lou Lai_, who had been
arrested by the kempei Tai_on suspicion, broke down"after prolonged torture
and gave the names of people who, he said, had taken -part in the rising, or
in more recent conspiracies aca.inst the Jauanesg. He named some of the
Suluk leaders. Further pressure was applied and the Dr. eventually incrim-
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inatedL the peoples of ^ 1 1 the Suluk islands.
The Japanese thereupon cook
action against the Suluk peoples, as described "below.

5. M m m s i .
This group of islands lies about twenty miles off the coast and is
approximately 60 miles "by sea from Jesselton. It had a pre-war population
of 430.
Onjfobruary 13,th 1944 the Japanese despatched a force to Mantanani,
consisting of about twelve Kempei Tg.i. twenty-four soldiers, six native
police and two Chinese interpreters. Their primary object was to discover
the whereabouts of a Chinese guerrilla named Lin Tin_Fatt_. The Suluks
refused to agree that he was on the island.
The Japanese then arrested 58
of their men (whom they may already have suspected) and took them back to
Jesselton, hoping, no doubt, to force them by torture to reveal the whereabouts of the wanted man.
All these 58 were killed by torture or starvation
in Jesselton Prison and at the Z. T. office during the following weeks;
there is no survivor of these 58.
On February 15th the Japanese went back to the island. The events of
this visit are described in detail by eight witnesses, Chinese, Malay and
Suluk, and by four Japanese now held in Labuan. The two principal crimes
committed on this visit w e r e : ( T 5 The_jaachine-gunning of Suluks, including
women, and subsequent killing of the wounded, after an encounter between a
Japanese search-party and a group of Suluks; (?,) Immediately following this
the massacre of about 25 women and 4 children. All witnesses stress the
fact that the Suluks had no fire-arms arid such resistance as they offered
with spears and parangs was undertaken either in reply to Japanese fire or
in the protection of their women and children. The Japanese burned the
village and destroyed the boats, thus showing their intention of making
Mantanani uninhabitable. It. SKIMIZTJ, who was in charge of the Japanese,
has made a statement admitting that he ordered the killing of the women.
It is expected that he will be brought to trial at Singapore. The other
Kempei Tai on this visit, who are now in our hands, will probably be charged
for different offences in this area where the evidence of their complicity
is stronger.
The Japanese visited the island a third time and found it deserted.
A month later, eight or nine Suluks were caught on the mainland
opposite Mantanani and detained at Kota Belud. Two of them were men, the
remainder women and children, the youngest a baby-in-arms. These were
probably survivors from Mantanani who had escaped to the mainland. They
were kept in prison for about six weeks, and then executed one evening.
A hearsay report says that they were offered the choice between "shooting
and beheading, and chose the former..

9
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MAIEPAKAITI (Contd.)

Two Kenrpei Tai, who are known to have "been in Xota Belud at this
time and were probably connected with the killing, are now held in Latvian,
"but the evidence of their responsibility may prove insufficient to convict
them.
The killing of these women and children at Kota Belud "by the
Japanese seems to indicate a policy of extermination.
The population of Mantanani has "been reduced "by Japanese action from
430 to the present figure of about 155. of whom not more than 30 or 25
are adult males.
6.

§

DIMWAff.

This is a small island lying off Kinarut. It supported a population
of 120 "before the war. The present population consists of _54, all of
whom are women and children under IS years old.
Of the original population not a single adult male survives.
One ma.le ha.s come from Mangalum
to settle in the island, (jndT one or two others visit the island at odd
times for obvious purposes.
In February or March 1944 all males on the island over 12 years of
age, numbering 37, were arrested and taken to Jesselton Prison. The wopen
of the island vigorously deny that their men took any part in the rising.
Soon afterwards the Japanese removed the women and children to another
island.
What happened afterwards to the arrested men and youths cannot be
known for certain. Kone of them survives. Many witnesses have stated
that they saw about this time Suluks being tortured in jail and at the
IC. T. office but they seldom knew which island the Suluks they sa.w came
from.
In July 1944, thirty-seven Suluk men and youths were taken to
Dinawan Island, by then cleared of its inhabitants, and executed there.
There is evidence to suggest that some, if not all, of these were the
Suluks originally arrested on the island. There is no doubt that those
shot included boys of 12 or 14 years. A statement has been given b3>the officer in charge of the IC. T. at this execution and by two others
present.
There is no means of proving whether these men had been tried.
But it is unlikely that a fair trial would have proved all the adult
males of the island guilty of hostilities and deserving of death. The
oldest male survivor is now about 14.
The women and children, who had been removed to Oaya Island, were
kept under conditions described in the statements of Alagur and Sujiang,
as a result of which about thirty per cent died.
It was thought that
a charge might be made against the Japanese trading company which appeared
to be responsible for these conditions* but when it was found that all_
members of the company had teen returned to Japan a few weeks earlier
further evidence was not collected...
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7. STJuuG.
This island lies off Tanjong Aru, near Jesselton. One report stated
that a party from this island burned the Customs godovm on the night of
October 9/10 1943.
The chief of the island, Panglima (Leader) ALI, and
all the males the Japanese could find - about 29 - were arrested and
brought to Jesselton.
A statement is attached, by a reliable witness
named OH TDTG- MI1TG, who shared a cell with ALI and his sons, describing
the torture of the youngest boy. The hanging of Ali was witnessed by
another informant named IAJU17.
All the 29 perished in unknown ways;
none survives. ,
About 40 women and children from Sulug Island were removed to
3A5GAWA11 Estate in IT. Borneo, where they worked under conditions which
they reported to the 3MA. authorities at Papar on their liberation. They
state that 25 of their number died from hunger and disease during this
period of forced labour.
Of the original population of 114, about 59
survive in Sulug itself and the neighbouring island of Manukan.

8. UDAB.
These two islands lie off Mengattal. A party from Udar is stated
to ha»ve landed and assisted the guerrillas at Mengattal and Telipok at
the. time of the October rising. All adult males were later arrested and
done to death.
One witness saw their chief ARSAT flogged in Jesselton.
45 women and children were removed to Ximanis Estate in F. Borneo, where
eleven of them died. The population, which before the war was 64, is now
reduced to 35, of whom only 2 are adult males.
I have not personally
investigated the affairs of this island.

9. MAifGALtM.
This island (reported oil-bea.ring) lies about 35 miles off the mainland. I did not investigate the Japanese treatment of the inhabitants,
but it appears to havebeen similar to their treatment of the other Suluks.
A witness named Budin ha.s described the arrival in Jesselton of 15 men
arrested on this island, and another witness, Bachee, accompanied the
Japanese on a visit to the island, when they burned the kajnpong.
10.

Suluks in Jesselton Gaol.

I attach numerous statements describing the beatings, tortures,
hangings and deaths of Suluks in Jesselton Gaol.
I received from the BMA at Papar a report by Maarof bin Abdullah,
translated and edited by Major 2. Z. Hardwick of the A. I. E. The writer,
who was in Jesselton Jail in May and June 1944, states that the Suluks
in jail then numbered 258 men and women.
He states: "All died by
beatings., from, disease, by beinr dried in the sun, and about 100 were removed
at 1 a. m. on 17th June 1942p5y~tho Japs to Mile 5 and there shot. Three
were killed by slashing at the jail door."
I was not able to interview
this witness.
I have not met or heard of one ma,le Suluk who survived inprisonment.
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Permanent ^fects on the P-ace.

Th.ere._Jj3 probably at the present time a suffici.e.nt number, of Suluk
children of both sexes to carry on the race and prevent its extinction.
Their state of health is, however, poor, and it is the opinion of Colonel
Combe, an experienced administrator who has known the Suluks well in peace
and war, that "the loss of the..adult male.population will have a serious
effect on the race."
There will almost certainly be assimilated a larger
Yelement of Baj'au blood.
Some of'their hereditary skill in fishing and
other occupations may be lost for lack of adult men to hand down the
traditions of the race.
12.

COFCIUSIOF.

I do not think the evidonco justifies an accusation against the
Japanese authorities o? deliberately planning the extermination of this
race.
They treated the Suluks in the same way that they treated other
peoples in this area whom they suspected of disaffection, for example, the
Chinese; yet it would not be held that they tried to exterminate the
Chinese in ITorth Borneo.
The killing of the women and children on
Mantanani Island was, in my opinion, the result of anger, amounting to
hysteria, at the resistance offered by the Suluks. The circumstances
in which the women and children xirere killed at Kota Belud are too obscure
for an explanation to be offered.
The treatment of the women end children
deported from Sulug to Bangawan, from Uda.r to ICimanis, and from Dinawan to
G-aya Island was in keeping with the Japanese attitude to other native
peoples, the Dusuns for example, whose crops were taken by the Japanese
Army without the least regard for the needs of the people who grew them.
The treatment of the Suluk men and boys in jail, the tortures and the
executions, were similar to, or only a. little worsn than, the treatment of
the Chinese. The Japanese appear to have been really alarmed by the
rising of October 1D43.
The subsequent arrests arid interrogations were in
the hands of the ICempei Tai. The deaths of so many Suluk men are to be
attributed to the meShoda employed by the Xempei Tai rather "fhahT to an_
official intention to extermi nnte the race.
F. Y. Dickson, Caot
Fo. 8 War Crimes Investigation Team
Witness: /s/
Lt. Col
£\BUAF o/c Fo.8 WOIT. Borneo
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Examination of Bacheo bin 0,X.K. HcsBachee bin O.K.K. Hassan, aged 42, cf Inanam, duly sworn, stace^
"I was born in Sandakan 42 years
ago, of Chinese patents. I adopted the Muslim religion 24
years ago. My homo is now at Inanam, I used tc bo r mo?chant
cf f native tobaccos but shortly7 before the Japanese occupation I began to trade in rice. At present I am without
occupation.
—
At the time cf the rising on Oct.
9th, 1943, I was living at Inanam. I did not take part in
the fighting but on the night of the- 9/10 October one of the
leading guerrillas came to my house and told me to collect
a band of Dusuns and Bajaus and join the guerrillas.*. I spoke
to a number ef Dusuns and Bajaus and told them to assemble
in Inanam on the- 13th. On that day about 60 of them came into
the torn but when they saw Japanese soldiers there, they
quickly dispersed. I myself then went away with my wife and
child to Krambunai and stayed there a fortnight.
On the 28th October, two Chinese
detectives and some Bajaus, all armed with shot-guns, came
to ray house during the night andarrested me and my wife. We
were taken in a lorry to the Japanese Resident's house in
Jesseltcn. The Resident asked me if it was true that I had
become leader of a guerrilla band. I said, 'No'. He then
struck me on the head with a knife. The next day my wife and
I were taken to the K,T, office in Jesseltcn. Vfe were not
given any trial there, but we were questioned, I was accused
of killing a Japanese in Inanam.
This was untrue and I said
so. A.K.T. named Hassegawa then beat me. After beating me he
went into the next room where my wife was and. I heard hin
questioning and beating her. My wife was then released but I"
was told by the Chief cf the K.T. that I would be kept in
prison for two years. I was removed to the jail about Nov.
1st.
During the following months,
while I was in Jesselton prison, many Chinese and other local
peoples were brought into the prison under arrest. About 7
or 8 were put in each cell. They had been arrested in Tuaran,
Mengattal, Telipok, Inanam, Penampang, Jesseltcn and Kota
Belud. They were arrested because the Japanese suspected them
cf having taken part in the rising. I was able to talk to ther.
in prison./ Many of them were people I knew quite well. I
" c m give ycu the names of some cf them, for example, Jus
Stephens, Charles Peters (C.P.O.), Wong Chu An, Tang Chin
Tsu (Capt. China of Inanam) and many others * There was also
there Ko Ming (who I think is now in the police), and Simon
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Ho of Tuaran, a trader in rice - he had heen told he would to
kept in prison for ten years,-/I am certain from talking to
/these Chinese that none of them had heen given a trial or
f allowed to defend himself. They were just questioned and heat
en and then sometimes told they would he kept In prison for so
long.
One day, I think in January or
February, 1944, early in the morning, I saw a great number of
Chinese and other prisoners taken out of their cells and
their hands were then tied. There were several K.T, in charge
of these prisoners. - A;t__a parade held by the Australians I
picked cut four of these men. They were Nukushtfia, Ihaba,
Kukai and Nakao; I cculd recognise them again, I saw these
K.T, and some ether Japanese march off the prisoners towards
the railway line which ran outside the jail, I did not see
what happened after that but I heard a locomotive and trucks
move off, I saw the fcur K.T, whom I have named, and the
other Japanese, return the 'same day without the civilians,
whom I have not seen since, Later I heard that some of the
prisoners had been executed that day and the rest shot.
There were about 170 of them.
As I can speak several dialects of
Chinese as well as Malay, Dusun and Bajau, the Japanese began
to use me as a interpreter, soon after I had been in prison,
I do not speak Japanese but they also used a Japanese
interpreter who spoke to me in Chinese. They used to take me
cut with them sometimes, but I continued to live in the prison
About this time the Japanese heard
that the Suluk people who live in the islands off the West
Ci..ast, had been concerned in the- rising, I don't know myself
whether they had been concerned or not. In February, 1944,
a party of Japanese went by boat from Jesselton to one of
these islands celled Mantanani, and. took me with them an
interpreter. The approximate numbers of the party weres
K.T. - 13; Japanese soldiers - 24: native policemen - 6 . I
know the names of six of the K.T. in this party* Inaba, Endo,
Nukushina, Uchiyama, Kiuchi and Yamakata (who was later
transferred to Sibu, I believe). We also took a Suluk, and
a Chinese named Tong Ah Seong.
We left Jesselton about 11 o'clock
at night and arrived at Manatanani Island early the next
morning.. When we landed, the K.T. and the native police
went round the village, telling the people to assemble in
two large houses. This was in the main village, Kg, Mantanani
They also sent some men to a village on the other side of
the island (the east side) to bring the people from there
across to Kg. Mantanani. These came along later under their
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headman, Ha ji Salila0 At last about 200 people were collected
together in the main village,, One of the K S T. who could speak
Malay then asked the people if there was a Chinese guerrilla named
Lim Tin Fatt in hiding on the Island0 One cf the Suluks answered
•NO', This Suluk was told to step forward and a Japanese
interpreter named Masuda took him outside the house and killed
him with a sword, I saw this happen® Then the interpreter came
back to the house and more questions were asked. The Suluks would
not answer because they were afraid» Masuda then seized one cf
the Suluks and hit himc The Suluks shouted in anger and one of
them threw a spear which wounded a native policeman. The people
began to run away., The Japs pointed their machine-gun at the crowd
and told me to shout to them that tnoy would be fired on, if
they did not remain there quietly„ So they stayed still. Then
one of the K 0 T 3 read out a list cf names of Suluk men. The native
policemen arrested these men and tied their hands, I think the Jap:got this list from the headman of another Suluk island. In the
evening of that day, about 6 p 0 m 9 we all went back to Jesselton
in the boat, taking with us the 58 Suluks who had been arrested«
These Suluks were taken first
to the K,T, office at Jesselton where they were each given a slip
of paper with their name on, I was with them then« They were then
taken to the prison. Every day after that, for a week or so, five
or six K.T, came to the prison and took back a few Suluks to the
office for questioning, I was sometimes used as an interpreter
while the Suluks were being questicned0 The K.T0 used to ask them
what they hod done in the risingy whether they had attacked the
Custom House or burnt the rubber, If the Suluk said 'No1 he was
beaten with a stick about 4 foot long, as thick as a police baton.
They were beaten all over the body, Some of them during the
beatings admitted having done what the Japanese said they had done,
I cSnnot tell whether they were true confessions or whether they
only admitted the things because they were beaten so cruelly, There
were no trials. S^feietimes I saw Suluks tied_and_ water poured
rinwp, thpj-r throats till thelF stomacti_mi! fall - Then the T»?F7
jar-HT d .jufiip r.n thr man-g stnna^h r,-r> frjrV . J did n o t See any
actually die during the torture but most of them were nearly dead
when they were dragged away0 Many of then died each day in prison
as a res-alt of these torturese. I nsver saw or heard of any medical
treatment being given them in prison. All the food they got was a
little sago. I don't know what was done with the bodies I
solemnly state that I personally witnessed Suluks being flogged
end tortured by each one of the K,T0 whom I have named as going
on the first trip to Kantanani, Other K„T, who had not been to
the island also took part in these tortures; I donrt know all
their names, I do not know the names cf any hit a few of the
Suluks. I saw Panglina Ali amd 0C.T, Arsat flogged and tortured
by Mukai. I saw Panglima Sibul flogged and tortured by Endo; I
saw Tatung flogged and tortured by Sgt. Major Ilayashi, I saw
Masuki flogged and tortured by Hassegawa. All these men died a
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ffew days after their beating in Jesselton prison„ I have no doubt
Jthat their deaths were in each case due solely to the floggings
jthey had received by the men named„ They all seemed fit men before
they were tortured0 Inaba, Nukushina, Uchiyama, Kiuchi and
Yamakata also beat severely in my presence Suluks who soon afterwards died, but I do not knew the names of the Suluks they flogged.
The day after cur return from the
visit to Mentanani that I have described, the Japanese went there
again, taking me with theru The K e T 0 who went this time included
the following: Lt,. Shimizu, who was in commandf Yamakata, second
commands Kiuchi; Nukushina; Inabai Mukai; Endo; Uchiyama; Kato;
Fuma; and a Suluk, and some native police also accompanied us»
We landed on the south side of
the island in the later afternoon0 Leaving a small party with
a machine gun to guard the boat, the rest of us proceeded, to
Kg. Mentanani which was about 40 minutes walk up the west side
of the island. Arriving there we established ourselves in a mosque
a little outside the village. In the village we found only six men5
all of them old, and about a hundred women and children. The Japs
sent for these six old men, one by one, and questioned them in the
mosque. Masuda and T acted as interpreters, Yamakata did the
interrogating9 He asked each of them where Lin Tin Fatt was, and
a Suluk named Omar Chuki (who came from Tawi Tawi and had helped
the guerrillas) , The old men said these two were not in Mentanani
Island, Each of them was beaten when he said this,
I will tell you what happened to
these six men the next day. In the morning Yamakata and Masuda and
two Japanese soldiers took these men to a smaller island a few
miles away. I saw them go off in a Suluk prau, which the old men
rowed» I was told they were going to look for Lim Tin Fatt and the
Suluk guerrilla. That afternoon I saw the boat return without the
six old men. I heard that the Japanese had killed them on the
small island,
We spent the first night in the
mosque6 The next morning, while the old men were being taken away,
the Japanese told the women that they must go out Into the Jungle
and search for Lim Tin Fatt and Omar Chuki, and also try to bring
back six young Suluks who we believed had run away, from the village
the day before when the Japs arrived0 While the »omen were out
searching the Japs remained by the mosque. They took eggs and fowl*
from the village and stole some other things from the houses, In
the evening the women, returned saying that they had found no one.,
The same evening the Japs caught
a young Suluk who had come down from the hills in the north of the
island to look for food in the village0 On being questioned he saic
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there were five ©tier Suluk men still hiding en the island. We
tied this man's hands and, taking him with us, we all left the
Kg. and went down to ? South Bay': where we spent the night. Our
boat!was sent off towards Tuaran to give the islanders the
impression that we had. gone away,

The next morning the Japanese
formed themselves into three parties to search through the island.
Our party, under Kiuchi, was sent along the west side of the
island, and was commanded by Shimizu, The third partyv with
Yamakata in charge, was ordered, to move up the eastern side of
the island and converge on kg® Mentanani from the north5 Tong Ah
Secng went with this party„ In my par-y were Lt„ Shimizu, Endo
and two soldiers with a machine gun0 We had net been going long about 15 or 20 minutes - when we heard sounds cf firing on the
west side of the island, We thought this firing must come from
the first party which had moved off in that direction0 All my party
at once hurried towards the sound cf the firing® As we ran alcng,
we could hear shots being fired. After about 15 minutes we reached
the scene of the firing.; It was a stretch of ground with thick
grass and bushes between the jungle and the shorec
It was about 400 yards from the
kg, and parts of the kg* were visible from it - I saw Inaba and
Kiuchi and the rest of the Japanese party, and about 50 yards away
I saw a number of Suluk women bunched together, not far from the
edge of the jungle, There were two Japanese scldiers lying dead
on the ground. One had a wound in his shoulder; it had been made
by a spear. Inaba had a cut on his face end Kiuchi was wounded
(in the groin I think)s These two K,T, and three uninjured. Japanese
soldiers were firing with rifles and pistols into the jungle where
I could see seme Suluk men, The Japanese were not firing at the
women. I could see the bodies of some Suluk men on the ground;
I couldn't say how many there were <>
When my party arrived on the
scene, Lt0 Shimizu gave an order in Japanese to the two men in our
party who were bringing the machine guns They at once began
firing into the edge of the jungle where the Suluk men appeared
to be and into the group of women in the cpen near the jungle.
Just as the firing ceased, I saw the third party arrive with
Yrmakata, (They had further to come than my party, but they did
not have a m/g to carry), I can't remember if Tong came too, After
the firing I saw Yamakata andEndo, immediately followed by Shimizu,
Nukushina, Mukai and Inaba go up to the wounded and shoot them with
pistols. I did not see Kiuchi snoot the wounded; he had been
wounded, himself. The dead numbered about 6 men and about 50
\ women and childrene
{
vv
I
These »omen were the women from the
\ south kg. who had been summoned to Kg. Mentanani on the first day

-
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rnd were now trying to get back to their own village; they nay
have thought the Japs had gene, The men who were killed were
Suluks who had hidden from the Jeps0 I do not know if the Suluk
men or the Japanese attackcc first, I never saw any Suluk on the
island carrying a firearm; they had only spears and parangs.
Suluks they had killed

The Japanese did not bury the

I was told to stay with Nahar
end watch the Jap dead? They sent someone to order the motor boat
to come up so that their dead and wca^aed could, be taken aboard.
The boat came up and lay off the shore a little south of where
we were. A prau was used to take the two dead and the two wounded
out to where the boat lay. The boat remained at anchor there.
Ma jusa then told me to come with
the Japs tc the kg. Vi/e went to the place where the women were.
Tong and I were ordered to remove the gold rings and money from
the women. The native police were sent away. The K„T. and the
soldiers tied the women's hands and then strong them together with
rope. The ends of the rope were made fast to pillars of the mosque
The women were crying. Then they were shot with the machine guru
I do not know who gave the crder to fire. Shiriizu was in charge
of the party.
After the gun had stopped firing,
the K.I. shot with their pistols those of the wemen who were still
alive. It was the K,T. not the soldiers, who did this: the job
was done with pistolsB
The dead were left there, They
numbered about 20 or 30 and there were some children among them.
Then the Japanese set fire tc
the village and returned to the boat. We left that evening. The
engine gave trouble on the way back. We spent the night in the
boat and reached Jesselton about 9 a.m. the next day.
The Japs never gave any reason
that I heard for killing the women. Endo said to me as we were
leaving; "Tidak boleh kasih hidup ini bangsa, Bunuh kasih habis"/
(We can't leave this people alive. We have killed them all).
Of all the Suluks who were
jmassacred on that day, I know the name of only one, Haji Salila,
jthe priest whom I mentioned earlier as having brought the women,
from the village in the south-east to the main kg. at the orders
of the Japs. As he lay there wounded after the first machine-gunning, I saw Shimizu, Mukai and Yamakata each fire their pistols jnto
his body.
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All the Japanese K,T. who came en this
second visit were present at the killing at the mosque, except
Kiuchi and Inaba.
Four or five clays after this, the
Japanese took me on a third visit to Mentanani Island, Tc-ng
did not come with us this.time, I cannot remember the Japanese
who came this times we only stayed 3 or 4 hours on the island.
We did not see any living person on the island but the Japs took
back a few ducks thc-y found in the village. We visited both
the scenes of the shocking» The bodies at the mosque had not
been removed. They were smelling * It locked as if some of the
bodies near the beach had disappeared * They may have been taken
away and buried cr they may have been washed away by the high
tide.
On the way back to Jesselton we called
at the Suluk island, of Mangalam, and looked for Suluks. We cid
not find any.
The Japs burnt the hcuses and departed.
(Signed) Eachee bin O.K.K. Hassan

I certify that I duly translated the above summary to the witness
in his own language rrior to his signature which appears above.
(Signed)
SWORN before me, M.G.Dickson, Captain, No. 8 W.C.I.T. this
sixteenth day of March, 1946, detailed to examine the above
by the C in C ALFSEA
(Signed) M. G. Dickson, Capt.

Certified true copy.
(signed)

M.G.Dickson.
Capt. 9*5.4-6.
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Examination of Ton? All Seonp
Tong Ah Seong, worker at saw mill in
Mengattal, duly sworn, states
I am 42 years of age, of Chinese
nationality, and now living in Mengattal, where I am employed
sawing timber.
I was a member of the guerrillas end
took part in the rising of October, 1943. '.hen I surrendered t"o
the Japanese, they pardoned me on condition that I worked for ___
them. I was made to do all kinds of work for them at Tuaran and
Jesselton.
One day in February, 1944, the
Japanese told me that I was to accompany them on an expedition
they were making by boat. We left Jesselton in a motor-boat
at night. There were about eight K.T. in the party, some
soldiers, some native police, Eachee (an Interpreter), and a
Suluk. The next morning we arrived at Mentaneni Island. We
went ashore in a bay in the south of the Island. The motor-boat
remained at anchor with a small party aboard. The rest of us
proceeded up the coast on foot to Kg. Mantanani.
When we reached the kg., the headman
and the inhabitants were summoned to a large building. Over a
hundred of them came together. The Japanese then spoke to them.
One of the Japanese read out a list of names. He said these
were names of Suluk people who had taken part in the rising,
then the Japanese arrested all the men in the building and tied
their hands behind their backs. Some of the Suluks managed to
escape. While this was going on I saw one Suluk beheaded by
Masuda, the interpreter.
We then went back to the boat, taking
with us the Suluks we had arrested. I think there were 58 of
them. We returned to Jesselton.
Soon after we had returned to
Jesselton we set out again for Mantanani Island. On this second
visit we reached the island late in the afternoon. We went on
foot from the 'South Bay1 to the kg. where we spent the night
by the mosque. The next day was spent in searching the island.
The Japanese were anxious to find a guerrilla named Lin Tin Fatt.
In the afternoon we returned to South Bay and spent the night on
the beach. The motor-boat was sent out to sea.
The next morning the Japanese divided
their men into three parties to beat through the island. One
party went up the west side of the island, another went up the
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centre, and the third went up the eastern part of the island.
I went with the eastern party. Yamakata was in command of it.
Mesuda the interpreter came with us, and some soldiers and two
native police. I saw Bacliee go with Shimizu1 s party.
My party had been going for about
half an hour and was moving from the north towards the village,
along a track, when we heard firing in a south-westerly
direction. We were then about 200 yards from the kg. We hurried
forward towards the sound of the firing. On the edge of the
village near the mosque we found the women together in a building.
They had hung up a white flag. Masuda the interpreter told me
to remain and guard the women, and not let them go. No one else
was left with me. The rest of my party went towards the firing.
I could see people moving about at a place near the shore where
the firing seemed to be, but it was about 400 yards away and I
could not distinguish what was happening. I cannot remember
clearly if there was machine-gun firing or rifle-fire. I heard
some shots fired, which might have been pistol shots, some
minutes after my p a rty had gone, I stayed there guarding the
women for a long "time. J think it must have been about four
hours, but I did not have a watch and cannot recall how long it
was. Afterwards I heard that during this time the Japanese
had taken some dead and wounded on to their boat.
At length the Japanese all arrived at
the kg,, bringing some rations with them, Bachee accompanied
them. The Japanese ordered Bachee to collect all the gold rings
and the money from the women. lie handed them to me. Nine rings
and about a hundred dollars in Japanese currency notes were
collected. When I arrived back in Jesselton, Masuda the
interpreter took these from me.
Masuda then gave the order that all
the women were to be tied with their hands behind their backs.
This was done and then a rope was put throUga the back of their
arms, so that the women were all strung together. The ends of
the rope were made fast to two pillars in the mosque. There were
about "twenty or thirty women thus tied up, and about four or five
children with them.
Masuda told the women that Shimizu
had ordered them to be shot because the Suluk people had killed
Japanese. Ke spoke in Malay, which I understand. The women cried
Then the machine-gun was fired into
the women. The firing lasted only a few seconds. When it stopped
some of the women were still alive., I saw the K.T. go forward
and shoot the wounded with their pistols. Everyone who came on
this second visit to Mantanani Island was present at the killing
by the mosque, except for the two dead soldiers, the two wounded
K.E.^-a—small party of soldiers who were on board the ship, and
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the native police who had been sent away just before the firing
took place.
After the killing, Shimizu gave
orders that the Kg. was to be burnt. When that was done we all
went lack to the boct which we reached just as it was getting
drrk. We then returned to Jesselton,
I never saw or heard of any Suluk in
the island having fire arms.
by the Suluks.

I never saw any attack on the Japanese

I do not know the names of any Suluk
people who were killed on this occasion.
About three days after we had returned
the Japs went again to Mantanani Island, taking Bachee with them.
I did not go this time. Bachee told me when he got back that he
had seen the dead bodies of the women, and that they were
smelling.
These are the names of the Japanese
K,T, who came on the second trip, and whose names I can remember
and can write. There are others I do not remember clearly.
There was also Inaba, who was wounded, I cannot write his
name in characters.
(Sino-Japanesc characters)
These were all present at the killing at the mosque, except the
second one (reading from the right) who had been wounded, I saw
each of these men, except the second one, kill wounded women
and children with pistols, after the machine-gunning at the
mo sque .
(Signed)
I certify that I duly translated
the above surr.ary to the witness in his own language, prior to
his signature which appears above.
(Signed)

Interpreter.

SWORN before me, M.G. Dickson, Captain
No. 8. W.C.I .T. this fifteenth day of March, 194-6, detailed to
examine the above by the C-in-C ALFSEA.
The above characters represent
^
Japanese names which may be anglicised as Shimizu, Kiuchi,
Yamakata, Kato, Kakimoto, Masuda.
(Signed) R. Snelling, B/9. SEATIC.
+ reading the characters from the right. CERTIFIED TRUE CQPX
(Signed)
L.G.Dickson ,9.5.46
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Examination of Ea.ii.
. Eaji bin Lindcman, occupation rice grower, permanent address Kg.
I Piasan, near Kota Belud, duly sworn, states
I am about 30 years of age, cf Busun
race, born in N„ Eorneo and now living in Kanpong Piason. My
occupation Is a rice grower.
I was arrested by the Japanese at some
time ab.ut two years ago and committed to nail for theft for one
year. While I was in jail in Kota Belud, 8 Binadans were put in
jail. There were two men, five women and one male child8 Their
hands were tied when they came in but after a while the hands of
the women were undone. The men were never loosed and their wrists
were cut by their bonds. I was not able to speak to them and
they did not speak among themselves. I don't know where they
came from or why they were in jail. They were in jail with me
for about four weeks„ The men were taken out abcut six times
and returned with head and bodies swollen. The women were beaten
several tines in the jail in front of me, I could recognise some
of the Japs who hit them, but I don't know their namese
One day at about 5 p.m. I was eating
with Angillan, an up-country Dusun, when he said "The Binadans
are going to be shot this evening." I said "How do you know?"
He -replied "Because today we have been digging their graves on
the ether side of tho race-course. We wore told it was to be the!
graves by Kolod (the sergeant,) The hele was about one fathom
square e".
At about 7 p.m, the Japanese fetched
the Binadans from the jail. One of the women carried the child,
on her back. Their hands were tied and they were marched away.
About an hour later I heard one burst of machine-gun fire* The
Binadans did not come back to the jail and I have never seen them
since.
ell Kempei Tai.

The Japanese who took the Binadans were
They had red arm bands and w^re swords.
Tnis is all I know.

I CEETIFY that I duly translated the above summary to the
witness in his own language, prior to his signature which
appears above.
Eight Thumb print of Eaji b. Lindaman.
/ Sworn before mo J. Macartney, Magistrate, this 13th day cf April,
1^1946.
CERTIFIED TRUE COPY

M. G, Dickson, Capt.

9.5.46,
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Examination of Su.iiang .

Sujiang, a Suluk woman, of Dinawan Island, duly sworn, states:
My name is Sujiang. I was born in
Gaya Island. I am a Suluk. My age is 21. My home is in
Dinawan Island. I live there now. My husband's name was
Keraro. He was 31 at the time of his death.
On the night of the double-tenth
(10.10.43) my husband and the other men of this Island were
not at sea. They were at home and we all saw the fire in
Jesselton across the water abort 12 miles away. My husband
and the other men of this Island did not take part in the
fighting against the Japs. We continued to earn cur living
by fishing and growing food. At that time there were about
130 people on Dinawan Island..
One day after the rising, the Japanese
came to the Island and arrested all the men. The Japanese
said our men had burnt the custom house and killed Japanese,
There were 37 men arrested. My husband Keraro was among them,
I have never seen him or any of the men again,
A month or two afterwards, the
Japanese came again and tock all of us women, and the
children, to Gaya Island and told us we were not to leave
the Island*- Ninety one women and children were taken to.
Gaya., There was not enough to eat in the Islands Abeut
27 of us died during the 15 months we were there, from
starvation._ When the war ended, we went to P?par, and thence
we returned to Dinawan.
When we arrived at Dinawan, we found
what looked like two long graves, at a place about 200 yards
away from the kampong. These are the graves that I showed
Capt, Dickson on 27,3.46. We dug in the two graves and found
many bodies, There was no flesh left on the bones. The
bodies were laid together loosely and we did not dig out
separately each skeleton. We collected the heads and
found there were 37. I found one that I recognised as my
husband's. The shape of the skullwas similar to that of my
husband's: he had a broader forehead than most of our men.
But I recognised it chiefly by the teeth which were still in
good order in the jaws.
(1)

The teeth of this head were black like my husband's.
It is true that many Suluk men have blackened teeth.

(2)

The teeth of this head were filed flat. Most Suluk men
file their teeth but usually only three in front. My
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husband had all his lower teeth filed and n^ne. on
the upper jaw'. This corresponded with the teeth in
the skill le
(3) My husband had some back teeth missing, as there were
in t m s skull«
(4) My husband had three gold teeth together in the centre of
the upper jaw, as the skull had.
All these things together convinced me that I had found the
skull of my husband. After I had found my husband's skull,
none of the other women contlniiod to search for their
husbands1 ^ We were too unhapi-1/ to continue gazing at these
skulls. We were satisfied that these were our own men and we
did not wish to seek out our husbands af"'"-er I had found mine.
So we buried the bones and skulls in the grave where we had
found them.
I did not see any wound on my husband'
skull. From the way the heads and bodies lay in the grave,
I do not think the men had been beheaded.
The names of some of the other men
were; O.T. Ibrahim, Mojun, Sapalu, Kouyuk, Sewali (two men
of this name), Kammum, Itturn, Situngai, Melud, Ancu, Sikou,
Sinter, Utup, Pangayam, Tamahok, Sabi, Dugang, Ha.lun, Amir
Hassan, Fenet, Buikia, Buhangsi, Seruda, Berara.
Thumbprint and mark of Sujiang.
I CERTIFY that I translated into Bajau the Malay that
Ce.pt. Dickson has read to me, to the above witness prior
to her thumbprint and mark which appear above.
(Signed)

Diasin

I translated the above summary from English to Malay to.
Diasin who acted as interpreter.
(Signed) M. G. Dicfcson
Sworn before me, M.Ge Dickson, No, 8 W.C.I.Tv, this 27th
day of March, 1946, detailed to examine tne above by C in
C ALFSEA
CERTIFIED TRUE COtY

(Signed) M. G. DICKSOU
Capt,

Doc. Noo 5208

Statement by NAKATA, S^inicM, who, having been
cautioned, states as follows:
"My name is ^AKATA SMnichi. aged 35= I cane tc
Borneo in November 1943 as a lieutenant in the .Konpei TajU
I wont to JESSELTON on Dec0 1st :43 and took charge of the
branch Kcnpci Tai there.
Aleut .Tuly 1944 I remember accompanying about 40
Suluk males from Jesselton tc DINAWAN Island where they
wejre executed by shooting3 I do not knew which island or
islands those Suluks erne from
I took about 6 or 7 Kenpei Tai= The Konpei Tai had
the duty of guarding t*>c prisoners and taking them to the
execution ground.. The shooting was done by soldiers<, The
KcT 6 who came included MUKAI, INABA (who I think stayed
in one of the boats), MINAMIDATE and NAKAMAE* Col.
MACFIGUCFI, who was at that tine at Army HQ, in Police
Affairs control, came as a spectatora The execution was
in the hands of ifejor NISFIKf.BA who had been president cf
the Court Martial wMch sentenced these Sulukso I witnessed
the scooting.- T^ere were about 20 soldiers under the
command of a 2/Licuti
I received my orders to attend from trc FQ of General
YAMAWAKI's a m y in the form of a general order;
I hereby acknowledge that the above statement was
made by me at Labaan on the 22nd day of April 1946 and that
I have appended my signature to the statement which I have
had read out tc me and I fully understand the contents.
I further state that no threats or undue pressure were used
tc obtain the statement and I have signed it voluntarily
and understand that it may be used in evidence."
Signed in Japanese characters.
I certify t^a.t I duly translated the above summary to
the witness in his own language prior to his signing his
name which appears above.
Signed
John G. Bridger.
Taken down by me, M.G. Dickson, Cept., No. 8 WCIT this
22nd day of A-oril 1946 detailed tc examine the above by
C in C ALFSEA",
Certified True Ccpy,
/s/ M. J, Dickson
Ca.pt 3
9-5-46
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Examination of L; ,1un,

Lajun, a farmer, at present withcut occupation, of Inanam, duly
sworn, states:
I am a Duson, of Inanam, which is my
permanent home and where I am living now, I am aged 45. I am
an agricultural worker, now not employed. I was born in Inanan.
At the beginning cf the Japanese
occupation I was living In Inanam, working as a paddy planter.
After the rising, the Japanese arrested me, saying that I had
killed Japanese. I was taken to the IU3U office.^afc^ Jessel ton
and kept there for three weeks, I was beaten once during this
time, While I was detained there, I saw a great many people
being beaten and tortured> I cannot rerember the nares of any
new but I would recognise the K r T. who did the beating. After
I was released I went back to work but soon after I was sent for
and told I was to work as a warder in Jesselton Prison, I cannot
remember when this was. It was ab^ut a month after my release.
I worked as a warder fcr about a year until the time when
Jesselton was bombed.
The prisoners I looked after were
native peoples and Chinese who had been sentenced for Civil
offenses like stealing. I did net work in the blocks where
the Japanese kept men they suspected of opposing the Japanese
government.
On many occasions I saw prisoners
being tortured by the K.T, who came to the jail for this. The
torturing took place in a building in the prison compound. It
had an atap roof and low walls, only two or three feet high,
so it was easy to see what was happening Inside.
During the time I was a warder, many
Suluks were brought into the prison, I never saw any actually
arrive. I saw them in jail after they arrived. They were not
kept in my block with the civi] prisoners, I saw Suluks being
questioned in the building I have described, and being tortured
by the K.T. They were nearly always beaten with heavy sticks
all over the body. Often I_saw the water torture used on Suluk
When the_ stomach was filled with water," the K 3 T. put a wooden
beard on the stomach and then pressed or jumped on this. When
theTlgnr-bec ame unconscious, which~~he usually did, the K.T.
dragged cut the body Into the sun. I also saw the K C T. apply
burning faggots to the bodies of Suluks and ether prisoners,
especially to tne tnighsj I did not witness any priscner dying
during the torture, I knew from other warders that many Suluks
died soon after their torture.
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I never saw any trial at the jail:.
nor at the K-TJUQc when I was there, I never heard of anyone
having a trial in Jesselton by the Japs, Arrested men were just
questioned and beaten0
I could recognise many cf the
who tock part in the tortures at the jail.
remember the name of one
I can
eviously
because he often
Suluk I saw in jf 11» I knew him pi
used to visit Jesselton, His name was Fanglima All, He was
one cf seme Suluks who were air ead/v in jail when I took up my
duties. I think he was beaten !In ;lail but I did not see "he
He was one of four Suluks hanged,
beating, Bpt...X-SdlJain hanged
at the sane time. After the hangir g the bodies were put in two
coffins and carried aw.iy for burial by eight prisoners- I could
recognise the K ,'j?* who were pre sen-; at 'the hanging,-. One of the
prisoners afterwards toie me where the body was buried.
(Signed)

Lajun

I CERTIFY that I dialy translated the above summary to the
witness in his own language prior to his signature which
appears above.
(Signed) M. G. Dickson

Capt,

SWORN before mc, M.G. DICKSON, Capt. No. 8, W.C.I.T., this
25th day of March, 1946, detailed to examine the above by
the C in C ALFSEA
(Signed) M.G.Dickson

Capt,
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In the International
Hil 1 tary Tr ibuna 1 for
the Far East.
The Ilnitec1 States cf America and others
v.
AEAKI. Sadac
AFFIDAVIT.
T? Roderick Graham Wells of Tatura, in the State of Victoria,
formerly VX14024 Lieutenant R„ G. Wells of 8 Division Signals
make cath and say:1.
I became a prisoner of war at Singapore on l5tli February,
1942. I left there on 8 July, 1942, with "B" Force and
arrived at Sandakan on 18 July, 1942, and went to Sandakan
Camp.
2.
There were 1490 men from "B" Force at this camp. Early
the following year 500 Englishmen arrived and in April, 1943,
"E" Force consisting of 500 Australians arrived at the Camp,
3.
I remained at this camp until July, 1943, and during that
time 32 or 33 prisoners died from malnutrition diseases and
dysentery.
4.
We were accomodated in weather board huts built by
the British for accommodation of native prisoners. These
huts were divided into throe cubicles each 15 feet by 20
feet and ten officers lived in each cubicle. The men were
accommodated in smaller attap huts and lived fifty to a hut.
The officers' and men's huts wore alive with lice and bugs.
The Japanese gave us nothing to eradicate the vermin,
5.
The same water supply which the English Administration
had provided for 250 to 300 natives was all that the
Japanese allowed for about 1500 nenc The water had to be
rationed and was not safe to drink unless boiled,
6.
We had only one small cook-house to prepare meals for
1500 men. The cooking of the rice for the morning meal
commenced at midnight and the cooks kept turning it out
throughout the night with the result that it was not fresh
in the morning. Cur reals consisted of rice and a soup made
from a native green boiled in water. The Japanese food was
much better in quantity and quality than that given the
prisoners. In addition to rice, they got fish, vegetables
and other delicacies
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7.
The rations of the sick were reduced. The prisoners of
war working at the drone would then divide their rations so
the sick got an equal share, hut Captain Hoshiiirii stopped
this hy compelling these prisoners to cook and eat their midday
and evening meal at the drone. The Japanese did not provide
us with any medical supplies other than a snail quantity of
quinine.
8.
The prisoners of war were engaged on the construction of
an aerodrome. Whilst I was at Sandakan this aerodrome was
used entirely for military planes. The hours of work were from
8.30 a.m. to 5 p.m. at night with an hour for dinner and sometimes a ten minute spell each morning and evening . After the
first wet season, November 1942, the water and mud rotted the
hoots off the men and nc replacements were made. About 25 to
30 per cent had to work bare-footed whilst others had clogs
which they made for themselves. The Japanese did not issue any
footwear to the prisoners.
9.
The Japanese enforced discipline against prisoners of war
by corporal punishment of individuals and mass punishment of
the prisoners as a whole. 'The corporal punishment consisted
of beating with sticks, kicking and face slapping. Almost
every guard on the aerodrome carried a wooden stick about 4
feet 6 inches long and one to one and a half inches in diameter
for that purpose. Beatings were a daily occurrence. Fte.
Darlington was so badly beaten that his arms were broken, he
was blooding from head, face, arms and legs, and he was unconscious. He was then tied up and put in a cage 5 feet by 4
feet and 2^ feet from the ground. Sergeant-He.ticr Asgocd was
with me on a wood party when he was struck across the ear with
a stick and his eardrum broken. Mass punishment consisted of
an all 1ound decrease in the, rations. I nadc complaints to
Captain Hoshijimi about the use of the cage, the work required
fron the men, the low rations they were receiving, the lackcf
footwear and clcthcs and referred him to the International
Conventions. He said he was not interested in the International
Conventions.
10. Thirteen prisoners of war escaped and wore recaptured.
These were tried and sentenced to terns of imprisonment up to
six years. Eight others were charged with planning to escape
and were sentenced to imprisonment for up to four years.
11. I was arrested on 24 July 1943 and then taken to Sandakan
Military Police Headquarters. Hero I was confined for three
months, the first throe weeks in solitary confinement in a
cell and the remainder of the tine with other prisoners in a
room in which we were continuously under observation and which
was lighted all night. All my footwear and clothing were
taken from me with the exception of a. pair of shorts. I was
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frequently interrogated. Corporal punishrent and torture were
used by the Kenpei Tai during these interrogations to extract
information. I was flogged with a whip and beaten up with a
wooden sword on two or three occasions. I was also racked on
an improvised rack. I was handcuffed and tied to a verandah
rafter by a rope passing through the handcuff chain, and
around the rafter at such a height that on kneeling I was suspended with my knees about six inches above the ground. A
beam of wood about 4 inches square and 6 feet long was placed
behind my knees, and by means of two interrogating officers,
standing on either end of the rafter enabled my body from the
knees upwards to be stretched. Another beam of wood similar
to that above was laid across my ankles and similar pressure
applied. Tho effect was to stretch my arms and logs and almost
broak the ankle bones by making me kneel with the fore part
of my foot on the ground, with the rafter across my ankle on
each o-'ge. It pulled all the flesh away from the ankle. After
two minutes cf this treatment I became unconscious. I was
revived by water being thrown over my head. The interrogation
was resumed to the accompaniment of a different type of
torture which consisted cf my head being repeatedly struck in
the same place with a small hammer. I was also beaten across
the head with a rafter of wood and as a result my middle car
was broken and I have permanently lost my hearing in the one
ear.
On l6th August 1943 I was made to consume a quantity of
raw rice. Thoy then introduced a hose into my throat and
filled me up with water. The result was that after about
four hours the rice, as it absorbed the water swelled, and
stretched the stomach muscles to an extraordinary degree.
The rice pulled a largo portion of my bowel out through
the anus. I askod for nodical attention. This was refused.
All prisoners when not being interrogated wore compelled to
sit up with crossed logs from 7.30 a.m. until 10.30 p.m.
During this period of throe months our only food was 5
ounces of rice and. a small piecc cf rock salt or a dried fish
head each per day,
12. On 25th October 1943 Capt. Matthews, who had boon arrested
on 22nd July, 1943j a number cf other prisoners and I were
shipped to Kuching. The voyage lasted eight days.
We were tied on dock throughout the whole voyage and Lac no
cover, being expesed to tho sun, rain and waves which wr.shc-d
on to the deck. Our ration was the same as at Sanclakan Military
Felice Headquarters.
13. I remained at Kuching for five months until I was tried
on 29th February 19^4 by court-martial consisting of Lieutenant-
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General LABA. Capt. Matthews and a number of others were
tried with me. Wo were not given a defending officer nor told
what charge was laid against us. Captain Matthews asked what
the charge was but was not told; he also asked for a defending
officer but his request was refused. Wo had previously been
corpelled to sign or thumbprint statements in Japanese.
These had not been translated before we signed them and we
did not know what was in their. No evidence was given, we
were merely questioned on these statements and within half
an hour everyone with the exception of Matthews, myself and
three other-ranks was sentenced. We were sentenced two days
later, I was sentenced to 12 years' penal servitude with
hard labour. Matthews was sentenced to death, A firing squad
was waiting for hir as I left the court and about ten minutes
later I heard the sound of firing coming fror the direction
of the Roman Catholic Cathedral about 100 yards away from the
Court. Eight natives were also executed that morning but the
Japanese said they were killed with the sword. On 8th March
I loft Kuching for Outran Road Gaol,
Sworn at Essendon in the State
of Victoria this the 18th day
of October 1946

)
)

Before me^(Signed)

JOHN RUSH, J.F.

(Signed) E.G. WELLS.
Licut.
R.of 0.
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INTERNATIONAL V. ILITARY TRIEUNAL
01 THE FAR EAST
NO. 1.
UN I TIP STATES OF AMERICA AND OTHERS
against
ARAKI, Sadao and others .
I, Alexander Gordon WEYNTON of Castlemaine in the State of
Victoria, Commonwealth of Australia, Lieutenant in the Australian
Military Forces, make oath and say as follows
1.
I was a Lieutenant in the 8th Australian Division
Signals and was taken prisoner by the Japanese in Singapore on
15th February, 1942.
2.
On the 8th July, 1942, I left Singapore for Sandakan,
Borneo, with "B" Force which consisted of 1492 Australian
prisoners under command of Lt-Col Walsh. This force disembarked
at Sandakan on 18th and 19th July, 1942, and marched 9 miles' to
Sandakan Frisoner of War Camp.
3.
In the first week in September, 1942, all prisoners
able to walk were lined up on the parade ground in front of
Japanese guard house. They were surrounded by Japanese soldiers
and machine guns were trained on them. Captain Hoshijima
addressed the prisoners through an interpreter. He told us
that we were to sign what he called a "non-escape" agreement.
The document was read out. As far as I can recall it read, "I
give my word not to attempt to escape.I agree to carry out all
orders of the I.J.A. and to inform the I.J.A. if I hear of anyone
planning to escape and I agree that any punishment inflicted upon
a prisoner of war shall be just and I agree that the I.J.A. will
be entitled to shoot anyone who attempts to escape." Lt. Col.
Walsh said he wouldn't sign it and told us not to sign it. He
was seized by the Japs, his arms were bound and he was slapped
across the face and beaten with swords and scabbards. A squad
of soldiers marched him to a position behind the guard house.
Captain Hoshijima told us that if we didn't sign the agreement
Lt". Col. Walsh would be shot. Some of the troops shouted out
"We'll sign it. We don't want the Colonel to be shot." A
consultation was held among the officers, it was decided that the
agreement could not be binding and that we would, sign it if the
Colonel was released. He was released and we signed it.
4.
About the middle of August, 1942, the Japs demanded
working parties for construction of road from camp to site of
proposed aerodrome. Three hundred, prisoners were supplied
daily under protest. The road reached the aerodrome at the start
of September, 1942. The Japs then demanded that the working
parties be increased to 700 men per day as they were required for
the construction of the aerodrome, A protest was made to Major
Suga, the Commanding Officer of all Prisoners of War in Eorneo
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that the use of men for this purpose was contrary to the
Conventions, He replied that the aerodrome was to be used for
civilian aircraft and that as prisoner® of the Japanese Army
we had to obey the orders of the Japanese Army and that we would
work for the Japanese until wo died. From the start of
September until first week in November, 1942, I worked
regularly on a working party. Hours of work were 8 a.m. until
5 p.m. with an hour for lunch, with one day's holiday per
fortnight. Other work parties were used for road work, tree
felling, wood-cutting and grass-cutting.
5,
The rations supplied to prisoners in the camp consiste
of 11 ounces of rice daily and about a spoonful of vegetables at
midday and evening meals. For the sick the ration was half of th
ordinary ration - 5i ounces of rice. The working parties at the
drome received the normal rice ration and in addition for their
midday meal got fish and as much tapioca and sweet potatoes as
they could eat.
6,
Prisoners in tne various working parties who were
alleged to have broken regulations or not to be working
sufficiently hard were beaten with rifle butts, swords, scabbards
and pieces of 3 inch by 3 inch wood by the guards. In October,
1942, a special squad of 6 or / J a panese armed with wooden
swords and riding crops were given a roving commission to visit
the various working parties to speed up the work. This squad
would come up to a party which was alleged not to be working hard
enough, line them up, order them to hold their hands over their
heads and then beat them about the head, back and pelvic bones.
Everyone in the party would be beaten, At times men were so
severel}'- beaten that they became unconscious. All were badly
bruised and many received open wounds which would turn to ulcers.
I was myself so beaten on three occasions.
In March, 194-3, a member of one of the working parties
named Constable was tied up by his wrists to a tree at the
aerodrome at about 8,30 a.m. He was then beaten about the head
and body with wooden swords, swords in scabbards, rifle butts
and pieces of wood. This beating was continued throughout the
day by relays of Japs, At 5*30 p.m. when we left the drome it
was still continuing. On the following day he was returned to
camp on a stretcher and was then sent to hospital. I saw him
two days later, He was dying. He told me that he had been
beaten for 16 hours. Both his arms had been broken. He died
four days later as a result of the beating.
In October, 1942, the Japs caused a wooden cage to
be constructed in front of the guard house. It was erected on
wooden stilts about 2 feet 6 inches from the ground. It was
6 feet long by 3 feet 6 inches high by 4 feet wide. It had a
hardwood floor. Its sides and ends consisted of 1 inch by 1 inch
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hardwood slats each slat separated from its adjacent slat by
the space of an inch. The top was made of planking covered by
an attap roof. The door was a small opening at the front of the
cage about
feet by 2 feet. It was used by the Japanese to
confine prisoners of war who were alleged to have broken
regulations. The Japs called this cage Esau,
8.
As a result of a conference between our intelligence
officer Captain Matthews and other officers in October, 194-2,
I secured materials from natives and from the camp and constructed
a wireless set. From November, 1942, onwards, I listened to BBC
news on the wireless and disseminated it through the camp. When
not in use the set was hidden. I was assisted in the working of
the set by Corporals Small, Mills and Richards. Captain Matthews
and Lieutenant Wells wore engaged in getting medical supplies
into the camp surreptitiously. On 2nd. May, 1943, I had sent a
letter to a camp containing 500 British prisoners of war stating
that we were going to send them some medical supplies. This was
intercepted by the Japanese. I was arrested by Japanese guards
on the evening of 3 May, 194-3. I was assaulted by Captain
Hoshijima and then made to stand at attention outside the guard
house from 7.30 p.m.. until 10 a.m. the next morning. I was then
sentenced to 14 days Imprisonment in the cage. At the same time
five others were sentenced to imprisonment in the cage on other
charges. We were all put in the cage. It was not possible for
all of us to lie down in this cage together, therefore we had to
take it in turns throughout the 24 hours. We were given normal
camp rations. Throughout the period we were not allowed to wash
or shave or to leave the cage except for the purpose of going to
the latrines. We had no bedclothes. It rained very heavily
whilst I was in the cage and for two of the fourteen days I was
in the cage I was wet through. At the conclusion of my
confinement I was sent to Hospital by the medical officer. I
remained in hospital until I was arrested by Camp Commandant on
29th July, 1943, and confined in the cage until the morning of
12th August, 1943. I was then called before the Camp Commandant.
He said that I had a wireless set and that I must tell him where
it was. I denied all knowledge of the ra&io set. He then told
me in very good English that he would send me to some place where
I would be made to talk. I was then sent back to the cage where
I remained without food or water and not allowed to go to the
latrines. On the 14th August, I was bound hand and foot and
thrown into a lorry and taken to the Kernpei Tai Headquarters at
Sandakan.
9.
At Kempei Tai Headquarters I was put into a room and
made to sit cross-legged at attention. There were about 25
others in the room sitting in the same way, Australian soldiers,
English internees and natives. We were compelled to sit in this
! position from 7 a.m . until 9.30 p.m. and we were not allowed to
1 speak to each other. We were allowed to lie down and sleep in
1 this same room from 9»30 p.m. to 7 a.m. but the lights were kept
W -
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alight all the time. For five minutes every morning and afternoon
we were made to do physical jerks. If these physical jerks were
not carried out to the satisfaction of the guards the person
offending was beaten or was forced to remain in one of the physical
jerk, positions throughout five or ten minutes. We were permitted
to leave the'room for the purpose of going to the latrine. From
14th August, 1943) until 26th October, 1943, I received this
treatment except on those occasions when I was taken out for
interrogation.
10.
I was first taken out for interrogation at about 9 a.m.
on l6th August, 194-3. I was taken into another room where I was
compelled to sit cross-legged at attention on the floor. An
interpreter and six or seven members of the Kempei Tai were in this
room. I was asked what I know of a radio set in the camp and of the
activities of Captain L. C. Matthews and Lieutenant R. G. Wells.
I denied all knowledge of these matters. I was immediately beaten
about the head and shoulders with a riding whip. I was again asked
the same questions and again denied all knowledge. The Kempei Tai
then held me down, took my shirt off and burnt mo underneath the
arms with lighted cigarettes. I was then sent back to the main
room to sit at attention again. Three days later I was again taken
out for interrogation. I was asked the same questions but still
denied all knowledge of the radio set or the activities of the
other officers. I was again beaten and burnt as previously. In
addition they applied jujitsu holds to me, throwing me around the
room and causing mo great pain by twisting my arms, head, legs and
feet. I was again taken back to the main room. On 28th August,
1943? I was taken by the Kempei Tai to another building for
interrogation and was again treated in the same manner as I had
been at the previous interrogation. After this treatment they
placed before me statements which they had obtained from natives.
These showed that I had been outside the camp compound at night
securing radio parts. They also showed me a diary which had been
kept by an officer at our camp. This contained information as to
the activities of myself and my two assistants Corporals Mills
and Small in connection with the radio set. They then brought
Mills and Small into the room. We all then admitted that we had the
radio set in the camp but denied all knowledge of the activities of
the other officers. The Japanese continued to interrogate us until
3 a.m. next day when we returned to the main room. Later the same
day Mills and Small were interrogated separately. When their
evidence differed in any detail from the evidence that I had given
the previous day, we were all beaten up together and made to agree
on the point that the Japanese considered we differed. This then
wont on until thd interrogation was completed, a period of
approximately
days. Having completed the interrogation with
regard to the radio set, I was then subjected to further interrogation with regard to my association with Matthews and Wells, and
because of the denials that I made, I was further tortured with
cigarette butts, tacks were put down my finger nails and hammered so
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Fthat they went into the quick of the nail and I was tied by the
wrists to a beam and forced to kneel on the ground with my legs
out behind me, A beam was placcd over my ankles and two Konpei
Tai officers see-sawed on that beam in such a way that the arch
caused Dy the natural bending of the foot was subject to extreme
pressure 0
11,
After about 2§ minutes of that torture I became
unconscious and awoke after a bucket of water had been tnrown over
Be, I was unable to walk for approximately four days after that
treatment,, I saw Captain Matthews, Doctor Taylor, Lta Wells,
Mr. Mavor subjected to the same type cx treatment, bu!:• in addition
Lt. Wells was subjected to the rice torture and althougn I did not
see this administered I saw Wells within three hours after it had
been administered» I was not further interrogated at Sandakan,
12,
On 29th October, together with a number of other
suspects, I was removed from Sanaakun to Kuching by sea, on a 300
ton freighter 1 which we reached on 2nd, November« On arrival at
Kuohing we were immediately transferred to Kuching Grol, From 2nd.
November, 1943<, until the morning of the 8th March, 1944, I was
confined with the ocher prisoners in the Kuching Gaol, During
this period, we hid to sit to attention from 7 aatn, to 9*30 p.m.
We were not allowed to talk to one another„ On six to eight
occasions during this period I was taken out and interrogated, but
no violence was used in the course of these interrogations. The
food consisted of 8 oz of rice a day, plus two spoonfulls of
vegetables. The colls were crawling alive with bedDags and lice
and nothing was ever done to eradicate them, although we complained
very bitterly.
13,
From the last week in December onwards, batches of
prisoners were taken out and tried. On 29th February, 1944,
myself, Rickards, Small, Mills and McDonough were all tried
together. The Court consisted of a Lt, Colonel as the President,
a Captain and a Major on the bench. The prosecuting Officer was
a Captain, There was an interpreter sitting just below the
president and there was a court writer, a Japanese Warrant
Officer, and a Guard» After the interpreter announced to us that
our trial was about to commence, I asked where the Defending
Officer was<. He communicated that to the President of the Court the Lt, Colonel - and the request was treated in a rather jocular
manner, in as much as thev taought it was amusing. They said 1
was not entitled to a Defending Officer, It was the Japanese law
that I should not have one. Wo were not told what the charges
against us were,
14,
The trial then commenced by each of the members of the
Bench asking each one of the defendants two questions. They
then checked the answers with the dossier which they had in front
of them. Then the President of the Court made some remark and the
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Prosecuting Officcr got up and he addressed tho Court at some
length. He asked that I be sentenced to eight years penal
servitude. We were at that time, fairly conversant with certain
phraseology that the Japanese used and I was able to understand
that he asked that I be sentenced to eight years imprisonment.
After the address of the prosecuting officer and before the Court
adjourned, I was asked if I had anything to say before sentence wa
passed upon me. I then told tho Court that the only reason that
we operated the radio set was because the news that they were
supplying the camp with was incorrect; that it was necessary that
the morale of the camp be kept up, particularly those prisoners wh
were in hospital and that I had only done what I considered was my
duty and what they would have done in similar circumstances. I
also asked that in view of the fact that I was the senior officer
present of the five being tried, and that the others concerned wer<
not commissioned officers, and that they were only doing what I
had told them to do, therefore, as such, they should receive the
clemency of the Court. After that, the Court adjourned for a
period of about five to ten minutes and then re-assembled. We
were again inarched in and a sentence of ten years was passed upon
me - the additional two years, I was informed by the interpreter,
was because I was insolent, W/0 hickards was sentenced to five yeai
imprisonment, Cpl, Mills two years, Cpl,Small 18 months and S/Sgt.
McDonough to 6 months.
15.
After the sentence I was returned to Kuching Gaol
and put back in the same cell. On the morning of 8th March, 1944,
we were taken down to the wharf at Kuching and put on board a
vessel of approximately 1000 tons. There were nineteen of us,
who had all been tried by Court Martial at some time or other. We
were then put down into the aft hatch in a cage built into the
side of the vessel. This cage was just big enough to hold us all
lying down - it was not more than about 3 ft. 6 inches high, just
long enough for us to lie down and that included the space occupiec
by a big latrine right in the middle of us. We were tied up for a
couple of hours, and then they loosed us. We were never allowed uj
on the deck, except for the purpose of one man being allowed to go
up to the latrine. We arrived at Singapore in the evening of Marcl
10th and disembarked on the morning of March 11th, We were taken
direct by truck to the Outtrem Road Gaol.
SWORN AT TOKYO THIS
ThE 21st. DAY OF
NOVEMBER, 1946,
BEFORE ME

)
)
)
)

. CSgd) .Thoiaas .1'. .Momaae.
Lieutenant-Colonel
Australian Military Forces

(Sgd).A,.G..Weyntoa..,.
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In the International Military
Tribunal for the Far -ast,
11-IL

HI, I T E D " S T A T E S

AND GTxLl

OF

J-^EFICA

S

V A

Ar.xihl > Sadao and PIx-iS
AFFIDAVIT •
I, Keith B0TTEU.LL of C-oyder Avenue, Katoomba, in the State of
New South 'ales, Commonwealth of Australia, Euilder, make oath
and say as follows:1.
On 15th February, 1942, I was a soldier in 2/19
Australian Infantry Battalion and was taken prisoner at
Singapore by the Japaneser On 8th July, 1942, I was shipped
in the Ubi i.aru to Sandakan., Borneo> as a member of "E" Force,
This Force disembarked at Sandakan on lOth and 19th July, 1942.
2.
I have read paragraphs 3? 4, 5? 6 and 7 of
Affidavit of Alexander Gordon Weynton dated 21st. November,
1946 (Evidentiary Document Fo, 5396) and I corroborate the
truth of the contents thereof with the exception of tbs
reference to Constable as I did not see the manner in whzi.oh
he was treated>
3.
At the beginning of 1944 food ration was reduced
to five ounces of weevily rice and a small quantity of tapioca
daily. Tropical ulcers, beri beri and dysentery became
prevalent and from the end of 1944 until I left Sandakan in
February, 1945, men were dying at the rate of seven per day.
A total of 400 had died when I left,
4.
Between August, 1944, and December, 1944, I spent
two periods in a cage 9 feet x 18 feet x 5 feet. This was
the second cage built at Sandakan- The first period was for
twelve days and the second for forty days ^ For the first seven
days of each period, I was given no food at all and the only
sustenance I had was banana peels which I picked up on the
way to the latrine- Every third day I received a drink of
water. For the. remainder of the time I was in the cage I
received half of the rations given to ordinary prisoners of war.
Every time we left the cage to go to the latrines, we were
beaten by the guards, Each morning we were taken out of the
cage for about an hour and made to do physical jerks. Whilst
these were in progress we were all severely bashed by the
guards, hen had to be carried back to the cage some crying
others unconscious. We were also taken out of the cage and
beaten if we did not sit to attention throughout the day. We
were deprived of our clothes except a "G" string and no blankets
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were provided, During my last period of confinement in the
cage there were 17 others with me and there was not enough
room to lie down at night, On each occasion that I was in
the cage, I was placed there on the orders of Captain Hoshijima,
Camp Commandant, Everyone who was placed in the cage was
treated in a similar manner,
5,
Early in December, 1944, Pte. Earber was placed
in the cage, After two weeks he died whilst in the cage from
ill-treatment and exposures Our doctor requested that a
blanket be supplied to prisoners in the cage and from then
onwards this was done,,
Pte Tyrell and four other prisoners were sentenced
to the cage in December, 1944, for the duration of the war.
Tyrell had died at the time that I left Sandakan, but the others
were still in the cage. They subsequently died, The prisoners
I have mentioned as being placed in the cage were so treated
because they had gone into the bush to obtain tapioca roots or
had taken food from the Quartermaster's Storer Much of this
food was stolen for the sick who were always kept on half
rations.
6,
Throughout my stay at Sandakan men were continually
belted with sticks and rifles. If they fell to the ground
they were kicked until they got up or lost consciousness, On
occasions men were made to stand at attention and the Japs
would drive their knees into the men's testicles. If they
fainted under this treatment they were revived with water
and the treatment continued, Even the sick were subjected to
this treatment. The Japs hated the sick because they
considered them to be nuisances,
7,
Lieutenant Okahara was in charge of "B" Force when
it first cane to Sandakan, Complaints were made to him by
our officers that the prisoners on working parties were being
ill treated. He said, "I have instructed the guards to beat
the prisoners to make them work harder as the aerodrome must
be completed by October J' Captain Hoshijima took over control
from Okahara, He was personally responsible for the confinement
of prisoners in the cage without food. After two Australians,
xoung and another had been bashed under his instructions, he
p^ked his fingers into their eyes, They both died. He was
himself sentenced to death by hanging by an Australian Military
Court. He is the hoshijima referred to on page 9 of Evidentiary
Document ho. 5219,
8,
In February, 1945, 350 Australian and 12.0 English
prisoners were sent from Sandakan to march to Ranau. They
left daily in parties of 40 or 50. I was in the third party.
We were accompanied by an officer, three K.C.O's and 15 privates
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as a guard, We had to carry their ammunition and food as well
as our own food and equipment, hen dropped out from the
march es they became too weak to carry on. They were
immediately shot, I saw four men shot by the Japanese Sergeant
Major when they fell out from the march. At one time the only
food that forty of us had between us for three days was six
cucumbers.
When we were about a week out of Ranau we crossed
a large mountain and while we were making the crossing two
Australians,'Pte , Humphries and a corporal whose name I
cannot remember, fell out. They were suffering from beri
beri, malaria and dj-sentery and became too sick to travel
on. A Japanese private shot the c or pora 1 and a Japanese
sergeant shot Humphries, Altogether we lost five men on that
hill.
As we were going along men would fall out as they
became too weak to carry on, be would go on and then shortly
after hear shots and men squealing out; when this occurred
there were always Japanese behind us, and it was they who did
the shooting. Although I did not see the bodies of any men
who had been shot in the parties that had gone before us,
often I could smell them.
Of the 50 who started out from Sandakan in my
party, 37 reached Ranau. The trip took us 17 days, as we
went straight through, marching every day, The Japanese
who came with us were in very good physical condition and
had more rations than we did on the march. A couple had
malaria but they were left behind at the outposts and came
along later when they felt fit enough. I saw these men
coming through about six weeks later ,
9,
After we had reached Ranau I was one of a party
of Australians sent back 26 miles towards Sandakan to carry
rice for the troops coming on and for the Japanese. The
journey would take us five days - three days out and two days
back. Three parties who were making the journey to Ranau.
stayed at this place and it was for them that we canied out
the rice and also for the Japanese guards. Each of us had to
carry one 45-lb bag of rice on his back over hills and swampy
ground. As a result of the hard conditions, several men
died while thus carrying rice. We used to help those who were
too weak and practically carried many of them back to camp.
While carrying rice on one occasion, Pte, Shear was shot nine
miles from Ranau and Fte Alberts and a corporal were bayonetted
by the Japanese 20 miles from Ranau, They were too weak to
carry on and fell out, I saw the bayonetting myself; the men
were on the ground at the time. The corporal and myself used
to go into the gardens for tapioca which we would cook up
and make a decent meal of, so I was one of the fittest men in
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the camp. On this occasion of the bayonetting and shooting,
Shear was on the ground calling out, "Don't shoot me," and
putting his hands up, hut nevertheless he was shot and left
lying on the ground,
10,
In Iiarch. 19^5? 2 Australians, Crease and Cleary,
attempted to escape from hanau but were recaptured and tortured.
They were screaming with pain. They were tied up in the open
in full view of the natives for two weeks. Cleary had no
clothes and had a chain around his neck. He died within ten
minutes of being released,
11,
Eashings were an every day occurrence at Hanau,
A Private I urray took some food from a food dump, ..e was
tied up outside the guard house and on the same afternoon
taken by a medical orderly and another guard to the cemeter7
and bayonetted to death. Our food at this stage consisted of
100 grami es rice, 100 grammes sweet potatoes and 100 grammes
tapioca daily, ..e were given no medical supplies. Deaths
were occurring from starvation, dysentery, malaria and beri
beri. In recording deaths Japs only allowed us to show them
as being caused by malaria or dysentery.
Of the 470 prisoners that had left Sandakan in
February, 1945? s i x only were alive in June, 1945? the remainder
had died or been killed. On the other hand the Japs were all
in good condition except for a few "who had contracted malaria.
The Japanese lie.d plenty of food and none were suffering from
malnutrition.
12,
In June, 1945, a further party of 140 arrived at
r.anau from Sandakan, Short was one of those in this arty,
hen they had left Sandakan, there were 600 of them, but the
remainder had rerished on the march. When I made my escape in
July about 100 of these men were still alive; they were then
dying at the rate of about seven a day, mainly from starvation.
They were given a small cup of rice water a day with about an
inch of rice in the bottom, Flenty of rice was available and
the Japanese used to get 600 grams a day themselves; they also
used to get tapioca, meat, eggs and sweet potatoes and showed
no signs of malnutrition, The clothes of the men who died
would be taken from them and the Japanese would trade them
with the natives for food/themselves * Blankets were also
taken and traded with the natives,
13,

*

A Korean guard named hemora had told Fte, Loxom

who had made the march from Sandakan with me, that we would
all be shot by the Japs if the Australians landed. On 7 July,
1945, Fox on, Short, Anderson and I escaped. On the first night
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we weie out we broke into a Japanese dump and secured food0
Anderson died on 28th July, 194-5. '.e were in the jungle for
six weeks before we were rescued, Ly weight fell from 132
pounds to 84 pounds whilst in captivity.

SWORN at TORYC this
the

6th

day

of December, 1946.
EEFORE IE

(Sgd) .KEXTH.EOIIEl.ILL.

.

•.

-

V^v**-' •f yr)
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STATEMENT Fx I SKI I. Fu.iio, Formosan. SUGA EUTAI.

' I, ISKII, Pujio, Formosan, former member of SUGA EUTAI, testify
as follows:I left Labuan 9 February 194-5 and with Capt. NAGA1, 2/Lt.
SUZUKI and Sgts. EEPFU and OKADA went to Ranau a n iving 23rd of
the same month. There were PWs left on Labuan on our departure
and there were about 100 PWs at Ranau when we arrived. There
were also PWs at Pugnitan at that time.
I remember the rice carrying parties that used to bring
rice from Ranau to Pugnitan,each journey taking about 5 days.
If a man became sick on the way tc Pugnitan he was left there
to recover and sent back with a later party. I do not know wha
happened to the sick PWs that were left behind at Pugnitan
when W/0 Kinder brought in the last of the PWs from there.
I remember HANETA Liyoshi taking the 10 PWs to the 110
mile camp. On 28 April 194 5, Capt. FlAGAl, Sgts. BEPFU, OFADA,
TAKAHAhA Fizuo and myself and half the men went to the 110 mile
camp to build a new camp. It was sometime in May when HANEDA
brought over the 10 men from the old camp. When NAGAI arrived
at the 110 mile camp he received orders from Army HQ to move to
Tenom and he left about the middle of Lay. 2 Lt'. SUZUKI was
left behind in charge on his departure.
On the same day that HANEDA took the 10 PWs to the 110
mile camp, the 8 PWs that were left behind in the No. 1 Camp
were killed. I was present and this is what happened. 2/Lt.
SUZUKI and Sgt. IWAEE ordered us USHII, Fujio; KAWAKAMI,
Kiyoshi; TAKATA, YANAI, Kenji; SUZUKI, Safcuro; SUZUKI Taiichi;
to take the PWs to the hospital. This proved to be a lie for
the FWs were actually carried out- and shot outside the building
We had carried two FWs out of the building on the way to the
hospital and had gone about 100 yards from the hut when 2/Lt.
SUZUKI said to let those two men walk and go back with the
stretchers and get two more. We only had two stretchers so
had to bring them up two at a time. ' As we went back for the
other PWs I heard shots and thought that the FWs must have
attempted to escape. I found out later that they had been
killed in cold blood. The only ones present with the first two
PWs when they were killed were 2/Lt. SUZUKI, Sgt. IWAEE and
SUZUKI, Taiichi. 2/Lt. SUZUivI had a pistol, the remainder had
rifles. When the second two had been brought up there was
present in addition to the officer and NCO, KAWAKALI, TAKATA,
ISHII, YANAI, SUZUKI Saburo and SUZUKI Taiichi. We were then
ordered to fire on the two PWs. Everyone fired at least one
shot and most of us two. I personally did, as my first shot
entered below the breastbone and did not kill the man. At the
time the PWs were killed they were lying on the ground too sick
to move and so did not have their hands tied behind their backs
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They had no chance to escape and did not make any effort to
do so. The sane procedure was followed as the rest of them
I were brought up and all the bodies were buried in the one hole•
IWAEE was wearing a sword but did not to ny knowledge draw it
at any time. I did not have a rifle at the time but when
SUZUKI Taiichi had fired he gave mo his to use. Every man
that I have detailed above fired at the PWs. Apart from this
instance I have never at any time received orders to kill PWs
nor have I done so.
The day that the rest of the PWs were killed in the 110
mile camp I was out of camp looking for S/M STICPEWICH.
Present in the party were Sgt. IWAEE, ISKII Fujio, SUGITA
Shoiichi and SAITO Hideo (deceased). Sgt. IWAEE was with us
the whole time and did not return to camp. He could not have
been present at the killings. When I returned to camp about
2 August all the FWs were dead. It is impossible that natives
could have seen PWs about the middle of August as they were
all dead by this time. Our orders were to shoot S/M STICPEWICH on sight. Although I have heard nothing I should say
that from my knowledge of the Japanese the probability is that
the balance of the PWs were shot at Sandakan the same as they
were elsewhere.
I, ISHII Fujio, solemnly affirm and declare that the above
statement is the truth, the whole truth and nothing but the
truth.
(Signed in Japanese characters)
Certified true copy.
(Signed)

T. I .OHWAKE.
Lt .Col.
(Reverse- side.)

The statement on the face hereof has been read over to me by
.................... and I clearly understand the meaning and
contents thereof. Further I make this statement voluntarily
and without any undue pressure or duress being brought to tear.

I, (Sgd.) Allan Reg inald Townsend, certify that I have this
day read the statement on the face hereof to the declarant in
Japanese and I solemnly declare that I have truthfully and
faithfully conveyed the meaning of the English to the declarant
to the best of my ability.
(Sgd.) A.R. TOWNSEND, Cpl.
Declared before me at Labuan 10 Dec 194-5.
(Sgd.) J.E. ORAM, Lt.
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COKLENT EY S/M STICPEWICh. I hrd no dealings with this nan.
Ke cane fron Latuan to Ranau and was never in Sandakan. While
at Ranau I did net cone in contact with hin.
I certify that I compared the above with the
original statement of ISEII Fujio, and that it is a true
copy thereof.
(Sgd.) R.G. Reynolds, Lt.Ccl.
PRESIDENT,

// 10

fl
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JOINT STATEMENT MADE BY CKENKAY, CHIN KIN
and LO TONG M O RESIDE NEAR THE
MILE POST,
SANDAKAN.
EXECUTION OF ALLIED SERVICEMEN
We all live in the region of
mile post, SANDAKAN.
About the end of May or it may have been early in June, 1945}
a large number of Australian and other Allied Servicemen were
being marched along the LABUK ROAD from the PW camp SANDAKAN.
The soldiers arrived at about the I5i mile post at approximately
11 o'clock in the morning. They stopped there and cooked a meal.
At about 2 o'clock in the afternoon, while some of the soldiers
were still eating others still cooking, four airplanes came over.
They were allied planes. As the airplanes swooped over the. men
scattered off the road in different directions thinking that
the airplanes might strafe them. The airplanes passed over
without shooting and the men then continued to cook and eat their
meals - others were resting. As many were very sick all the party
continued to rest until about 5*30 pm. when the Japanese Guards
ordered the men to march. All the men got up with the exception
of seven (7) who were too ill to walk and had been using sticks.
Two Japanese guards and one Malay soldier remained behind with the
seven allied servicemen. The guards then started to urge the
seven men along, kicking them and hitting them with the sticks
which the allied servicemen had carried. Although the men were
very weak the Japanese guards managed to urge the soldiers about
30 yards along the road. • The two Japanese guards then took the
rifle from the Bialay soldier and urging the men off the road
then commenced to shoot the allied servicemen in the back. The
men were then in the rear of CHIN KIN's house. Four of the men
were killed instantly and two were wounded. One man escaped
for the time being and hid himself a little further along the
road. After the shooting, which took place about 6 pm the two
Japanese guards and the Malay soldier continued their march
without examining the soldiers, possibly believing them all to
have been killed. The soldier who managed to hide himself and
who we believe was an Australian was found by a KEMPETI soldier
the next day at about 2 pm. This KEMPETI soldier went into his
house next door and brought his rifle and then shot the two men
who were still alive through the head. The shooting of the two
men took place as the three of us were digging a grave for the
four men who had been shot the previous evening and we all saw
the shooting take place.
The KEMPETI soldier then left the spot where we buried
the six soldiers and started looking around. We then heard a
shot fired. We were too afraid to go and look in the direction
from where the shot came and continued to dig in the garden.
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After we had completed the burial of the six soldiers we
then went to look for" the other soldier in the direction where
the last shot had been heard. We found the soldier who had been
shot through the stomach and was lying dead. We then buried him
immediately.
We solemnly declare that the statement we have made is the
truth. This statement is made on the twenty-fourth of October
1944 before Squadron Leader E.G. BIRCHALL (252031) RAAF.
Witness

(Signed)

F.G. EIRCRALL.
Squadron Leader .

Certified true copy.
(Signed)

T. H0RNA1.E.
Lt .Col.
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V 4VL CITIES - SANDAKAN ALEA.
Statement taken down by and during interrogation by Squadron
Leader F.G. BILCLALL (252031) RAAF.
Gn a joint statement made by CHEL KAY, CHIN KIN and LO TONG
who reside near the 15"§ mile post, SANDAKAN, the accused is Seareeant K03QTANT Nao.ji - KEHEI TAI.
Attached statement was read to the accused being translated
by the Interpreter T/4 M. TAKANISHI, United States Army.
STATELENT - I am Sergeant EOSOTANI Naoji of the Japanese Imperial
Army. I admit to having shot two soldiers at the rear of the
house of CHIN KIN at the 15i mile post or thereabouts. The
men were wearing Australian hats but their clothes were torn
and I could not recognise them either as English or Australian
soldiers.
The Allied soldiers were being marched to API (JESSELTON).
They were being marched in groups of thirty. I do not know
how many there were altogether. The men who I shot had
apparently been in the roar party who were sick. I think that
was because they were In the rear party.
Corporal KAYAYAMA of OKIKULA Unit was in charge of the
last group which was composed of sick prisoners. At the time
of the march I was living at I5t mile post because I was sick
with malaria. I think the march took place about the middle
of June. As Corporal KAYAYAMA came past the 15£ mile post I
spoke to him. Corporal LATAYA1A said to me that if there were
any stragglers I was to shoo^; then. I was sleeping at the
time the Japanese soldiers cane by with the Allied soldiers.
I heard shots hut did not get up because I was sick from malaria.
CHEN TEN CHOI and another man came to my house the next day and
reported that some Allied soldiers had been shot. I cane out
of the house and saw Corporal MATAYAMA who told ne that if there
were any Allied soldiers remaining te'nind that I was to kill
them as he was going on. I then made an investigation and
found seven (7) war prisoners dead. They had apparently been
killed by KATAYAx,A; s men. I ordered the natives to bury the
bodies of the prisoners which thoy did. After I went back to
my hut, on the way I saw two prisoners a Thoy were sitting down
because they had
beri beri, I than went into the house and
borrowed YATEN1s gun, YATEN is a Malay police boy who was
living with me, I then went and shot the two soldiers in the
head. I only shot the prisoners because Corporal KATAYALA
told me to. I was too sick to bury the bodies so I asked
CHEN KAY to bury the bodies.
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I did not know about another prisoner being shot until
NAKAO, civilian employee interpreter of the KEMPEI TAI unit,
told me shortly afterwards that he had shot a prisoner at 17
mile post. The shooting by NAKAO took place the same day as
I shot the two prisoners.
Question by S/Ldr. BIRCHALL - HOSOTAKI, are you sure that you
saw seven prisoners who were shot at the roar of CHIN KIN's
house.
Answer by HOSOTANI - Yes, there were seven.
Question by S/Ldr. BIRCHALL - HOSOTANI, have you ever seen
any Japanese guards shooting other prisoners.
Answer by HOSOTANI - I did not shoot any other prisoners but
I was told that on one occasion when Allied soldiers were beirif
taken in a truck they were pushed off the truck at 15 mile
post and shot as they lay on the ground, The guards who shot
them were from OKUMURA Unit. They shot them because they
could not walk to RANAU .and therefore they eliminated them.
Question by S/Ldr. BIRCHALL - HOSOTANI, who was the soldier
who told you of the shooting.
Answer by HOSOTANI
I cannot recall the soldier who told me
as I only came to SAi\DAKAN in March 1945? and I was new to the
area. I only heard the conversation in a general way. I think
the soldiers who were discussing it were from OTSUKI unit.
Question by S/Ldr. BIRCEALL - HOSOTANI, apart from Allied
prisoners have , you ever shot any Chinese or Malays in this
area.
Answer by HOSOTANI - Yes, I have. I killed five Chinese only;
they inoluded I SUI CHONG and TAN FAK AN. I do not know the
names o.f the other three because Sergeant Major KONO and
Sergeant Major TAKAZAWA had investigated the cases of the
three whose names I do not know. Capt, NAKATA,0C SANDAKAN
KEMPEI TAI,ordered me to shoot the five Chinese because he
said they had been collaborating with TERENES GUERILLA GROUP
who were operating between the islands around SANDAKAN HARBOHR.
The-:given the Guerillas money to buy food and supplies
ant.' Chvnese were getting information from them concerning
Jap--.ro-to. dispositions. I shot I
CHONG and TAN PAK AN on
27t.i:> May 1945 * The other three that wore investigated by KGNO
and TiXj-ZAWA were handed over to me and I shot them about the
middle of June 1 9 4 5 I shot the first two Chinese near the
I2 mile post in the rubber plantation.
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Question by S/Ldr. PlhCHALL - HOSOTANI, do you wish to ask any
questions from any of the witnesses.
Answer by accused - No,
(Sgd .) HOSOTANI Naoji .
(Sgd.) E.G. EINCHALL
Squadron Leader (L.AAP)
(Sgd.) K. TAKENASHI.
T/4 United States Army.
SANDAKAN.

October 26th 1945.

Certified true copy.
(Sgd.)

T. MOhNANE.
Lt .Col.
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Made in the presence of Lt, J.T. Oram, 30 November 1945.
I, Lt. WATANAEE, Genjo, of SUGA BUTAI and TAKAKUA TAI
landed at Kuching about 8 September 1942 and stayed there
until May 19447 I then went to Sandakan arriving on 2 June
1944.. I was adj. to Col. SUGA and later performed Adj. duties
at the PW eamp. Documents for movement from one camp to
another passed through my hands.
On arriving at Sandakan I carried out the same duties as
at Kuching under Capt. HOSKIJIMA. iiOSRIJIMA was Condi'« until
May when TAKAKUA took over. When I arrived NAGAI was there
but he left 10 days later with the PW (100) for Labuan. I
heard that later some of these PW went to BRUNEI under S/M
STJGINO.
On May 29 1945 I moved to Ranau with PW on orders from
Army HQ. We were informed that an Australian landing at
Sandakan was imminent and other reasons for movement being the
severity of air-raids at Sandakan. Capt. TAKAKUA was i/c and
I was 2 i/c for the movement. Lt. SUZUKI from OKAYAMA BUTAI
was also present and in addition were S/Maj. TSUJI, S/Maj.
ICKIKAWA (QM), S/Maj. FUJITA (MED.), CZAWA (Civ. Interp.), the
last named for 4 days onlys
I remember S/Maj. STICFEWICH. There were 536 PW in the
party on leaving camp. There were 91 English and 439 Australiar
PW. At 2100 hrs. on 1st day of March 4 PW returned to Sandakan
by truck from 11 mile. WO STICFEWICH assumed charge of No. 2
group. There were then 6 short. Total 530.
On leaving Sandakan I had no nominal roll of FW for movement. , At the end of the asphalt road at the end of the first
day I called for nominal rolls of all PW then present. These
were supplied by squad leaders. The first check from nominal
r®lls revealed discrepancy in numbers of about 6.
I gave orders for FUKUSHI1JI and YSUJI (S/Maj.) to come
along at the rear to make out list of dead and put such PW in
the jungle» These men wore assisted by other guards who wore
changed round from tine to time. The last 2 soldiers to join
the force at Sandakan were SUZUKI, Mitsuo,and KCBAYASHI, Titsuo,
3 parties of MG came to Tambinan in charge of YANO Shoji
and another. They were also OC of 3 party and I do not know
the names of the OC of the other one party. I did not know
who they are now.
Throughout the narch fron Sandakan men dropped out along
the track and others could not move in the mornings and were
left at the previous night's camp.
>0
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I remember the total destruction of Sandakan camp on 29
May 194-5. The PW were allowed to take some documents or medical supplies from the camp, They were burnt by us, A PW
was only allowed to take what he could actually carry, the
rest was left behind and destroyed. This was all done on
TAKAKUA's orders and I was present while the destruction was
carried out. I do not think that the destruction of the
medical supplies was humane or lawful.

About I83 English and Australian PW arrived at Raneu our
of the 536 that left Sandakan; of these ±4-2. were Australians,
and also 1 Australian who died on the last day m.s carried in
dead. Of the 353 unaccounted for, 54 escaped' and about 90
were ill and were put out of their misery bybeing shot., 'They
asked, for death rather than bo left behind. I do not know
exactly nor did reports show accurately how death occurred.
FUKUSHIMA and TSUJI dragged bodies into the jungle. At
TAKAKUA's orders soldiers were told to dispose of sick PW and
to see that none were left behind. I was i/c of the disposal
of sick PW but was not present at the killings.
I moved with the roar group with the exception of FUKUSHIMA ' s party. Each morning all those PV. who were unable to
travel were placed in groups for FUKUSHIMA and TSUJI» The
disposal of these
was done behind me and I never knew who
killed them,
I arrived at Ranau on the 25 June, 1945, and camped at Hie
foot of the mountain 2 miles from Ranau, ^Next day everyone
moved to Tambunan working camp at the lioj mile (I dearly
understand the sketch you have shown neV/ When I reached this
camp there were already 9 PW under comd, of 2nd, Lt, SUZUKI,
this made a total of 192 FW in the camp under the comd. of
TAKAKUA.
The figure of 54 escapees was arrived at as the number
unaccounted for on my lists, Shis was the only way I could
account for them. I did not make, -out any death certificates
and I cannot remember any being made out". When S/M STICPEWICH
escaped the orders were to recapture him and find out the plans
made by others to escape. There was no order to shoot him.
The investigation into JOHN HORE's escape was conducted
by MOLITAKE and HOSHIJIMA, HGRE was killed and his body
placed on the PW camp sign, HOSHIJILIA and I viewed the body
there, I think HORE was shot in the chest by HINATA Genzo.
Prior to that escape PWs were caught going under the wire
at the end of the camp to got food through a drain pipe. These
men were taken back to HQs and placed in the guard house and
wore later put in the cage, as we viewed this as a serious
offenco. The KEMPEI TAI were not concerned with this. I saw
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the men in the cage tut had nothing to do with, their treatment
I know that one who was vory sick, died in tho cage.
HOSHIJIMA was in charge and gave orders to MORITAKE as to
the treatment of these Pws0
Three days after S/M STICPEWICH escaped at RANAU sick
PWs were taken on stretchers up the hill to the cemetery.
This was tho 1st, August, 19^5® Since I arrived at LABUAN I
have made further enquiries and as far as I can determine the
date the PWs were taken up to tho cemetery and killed wa(s the
1st. August, 1945, There wore 17 of these sick men. I was
in charge and Sgt. OKADA and approximately ten Formosan guards
were also present at the killing. All tho Formosan guards
that were actually posted to the camp were in the camp area
on that day. I may bo able to recognise some of these guards
if I saw them.
After these 17 wore killed there were about 16 left in
the camp and these wore also shot on 1st. August, 194-5, 11
of these were taken about 100 metres along the road towards
TAMEUNAN and shot, S/M TSUJI with a fresh lot of about 15
or l6 Formosan guards shot the second batch. These two
killings were at the same time 1000 hours on 1st. August, 1945
I do not know tho names of the PWs killed, PIC0NE, COOK,
CE0PFIKC-, 0ATSH0T, DANIELS (English Doctor), MASKEY, and
EVANS may havo been among them. I only knew a few at SANDAKAN
and only knew a few of the section loaders on the march.
Civilian FUJITA (interpreter) was present in camp but had
nothing to do with the killings. Sgt, BEPPU took five PW
officers about 100 metres towards RANAU he had ten Formosan
guards with him. Also at 1000 hours on 1st, August, 1945? at
the 111? mile at junction of two roads and behind rice store
Sgt. BEPPU1s party shot the five PW officers,
Sgt. IWABE was out searching for STICPEWICH and had
nothing to do with the killings, S/M M0RIZUMI had not yet
arrived from SANDAKAN, I did not know that it was a general
order from Army HQs to kill FWs. I do not know what M0RITAKE'
orders were. They wore given direct from TAKAKUAU My orders
came from my commander TAKAKUA,
FUJITA (medical Sergeant) had been wounded and was in bed in
the camp area at the time of the killings, I dc not know what
the reason was for the killings, but I think it possible that
the commanders feared that the PWs would cscape,
Sgt. BEPPU's party killed
»
OKADA's party killed
"
TSUJI's party killed.

5 PWs
17 PWs
11 PWs
33
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The order for the killing was secret. I have carefully checkc
the date and am sure that the killings took placc on 1st,
August, 1945o Information other than this must ho a mistake

I first knew that the war was over on the 2nde September, 194 J.
Documents from HQs gave this information. I heard some
surrender bills were dropped from aircraft about 20th August,
1945, but did not believe them, and thought the t they wore
just propaganda.
On the 28th July, 1945, I remember Captain Cock bringing
documents to me from deceased PWs for despatch to allied
commando These were all burnt with my personal gear at
hANATJc After tho 1st, August, 1945, the camp moved first
to TAMTUNAN arriving there 26th August, 1945, and later
moved to SAPONG.
I, L/Lt. WATAN ABE Genso, do solemnly affirm the above
statement to bo the truth, the whole truth and nothing
but the truth,
(Sgd) WATANATE Genzo
Affirmed before re at LAEUAN on 8-12-45.
(Sgd) J. T. ORAM, Lt,
Certified true copy,
(sgd) T. MOhNANE
Lt. Col,

r
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227042, Lt. Stephen let or Burt. DAY, General List.. Zni.tish Arsy-?
being duly sworn, gives the following evidences
Ly home address is c/- V. R. Day, Dalgetty and
Coy, Albury, N.S.W. (telephone no Albury 168).
hy number, rank, name and unit is 227042, Lt.
Stephen Victor Buit DAY, General List, British Army. I was
attached to KQ South-West Pacific area at Bandeong, I saw
no war crimes or atrocities prior to the cessation of hostilities
and I became a prisoner-of-war at Tandiong Priok and was there
from 15 liar 42 until Nov 42. Then I went to Changi where we
were for a fortnight and then moved to Kuching. I arrived at
Kuching in November. It was only a matter of three weeks from
the time we left TanaJong Priok until we arrived at Kuching.
From Singapore to Kuching I was a member of a
force of 500 under Col. Russell. That force was composed of
English other ranks and officers. I was in the English camp
at Kuching and spent the rest of the war there.
At Tandjong Priok we were given a surrender
form to sign. It v„as to the effect that we would make no
attempt to escape, vie refused to sign this form but were
eventually given an order by a staff officer under pressure
to sign the form.
One officer refused to sign the form and he got
a rather bad beating up from the sword chain of the Japanese
Camp Comdt. Unfortunately I do not remember the name of either
the officer concerned nor of the Japanse Camp Comdt.
I had to take part in working parties for the
organized looting of businesses for the Japanese<• The Japanese
used the British as working parties to scrip offices in the
town of everything ol value. The British would be given a whole
block of offices to force the safes and collect anything of value
They then took the things in trucks to the docks for shipment
overseas. They were civilian offices that were looted.
In the particular office where 1 was the safes
had already been drilled open. There was nothing left of any
value except papers cf interest to the particular firm itself.
There was no actual cash or anything like that left in the safe.
It was regular feature at Bandoeng at one stage for a working
party to go into town and get everything they could from the
offices and send it down to the docks. They took furniture,
fittihgs, electric light bulbs. What actually became of them I
do not know, but presumably they were loaded on to the ships.
That was about Lay or June, 42„
~ s.
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There would be no more than 300 Australian troops
in our camp at Tandjong Priok, They were scattered around in
other camps in the town of' Batavia itself. At the time operations ceased Gen. Sitwell was our direct commander and then we
eventually split into smaller parties. Lt. Col. Eussell was in
charge of the party that went over to Kuching 0 He subsequently
died there and Lt. Col. Whims ter took over command,
I do not know the name of the Japanese CO at
Tandjong Friok nor the names of any units there. We were under
the camp guards and the working parties were under their
supervision and control, lather than that we saw -very little of
Japanese soldiers at that time, I can give you no help as to
identification but I know our Intelligence kept records, we
had very little opportunity of keeping records.
I cannot remember the name of the ship on which
we were taken from Java to Singapore. It was a comparatively
modern freighter . We were packed in the hold but had sufficient
to eat and there was sufficient water to have a drink when we
wanted to do so. The officers were permitted to lie on the
deck and in the hatches and there was sufficient room in the
holds for the men to lie down.,
The conditions on the trip from Singapore to
Kuching were very bad indeed. It was a very small freighter
of approximately 600 tons. There were a lot of troops on beard.
Conditions were foul. They were all English troops on board and
the trip lasted approximately four days. The trip resulted
directly in the death of three or four men although there were nc
deaths on board. Dysentery broke out on board and facilities
for catering with it were nil. They were lying on the hatches.
As soon as we got to Kuching there was a very bad outbreak of
dysentery and quite a few deaths.
On the last one and a half days of the trip
there was no drinking water whatevero There was room to lie
down and the troops were allowed on deck for certain hours at
the beginning of t. e voyage to w-sh and collect food. There
were wooden boxes on both starboard and port side for latrines.
They were quite inadequate« They were hosed out twice a day,
Yihen we were on a lighter going off at Kucning they hosed the
latrine out on top of us, I do not know the names of any of
the Japanese in charge on that trip0
At Kuching I had far more contact with the
Japanese than in Java. Col Saga (since deceased) was in charge
of the camp. His LD was Yamamoto, There was a civilian
interpreter named Kubu. He did not have Army status. Lt.
Ojima, formerly of Sandakan, was there. Interpreter Inigaki
was there - he was probably the worst of the whole bunch. Sgt
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Kobo was an NCO and Pte Hidata was one of the guards.
he were not allowed to communicate between camps.
It was one big area with special camps, I must admit that I
did say "Salim" to one of the Indians going past. I was seen
and taken out, beaten, knocked d~>wn, quite a number of times
with a Chunkel (sort of hoe) handle. The beating was by an
ordinary Japanese soldier, Unfortunately I cannot remember his
name, I was asked what I said and I ssid that I merely said
"Salim" when taken before Lt. Olima and Inigaki, I was told that
I was a liar and I was continually beaten and interrogated as
to what information I had passed on. I repeated all the time
that I had only said "Salim".- I Was continually beaten about the
face and ended being kicked in the stomach and lower regions.
I was not kicked in the testicles although he tried hard enough.
That went on for about 20 minutes and then I was taken to the
cells and placed in the cells for the night.
I was then taken before Col. Suga and told
that I had been sentenced to five days imprisonment in the cellc
with severe punishment but that cwing to it being the Emperor's
birthday he gave ne five days rice and water. I spent the five
days in the cell, The worst feature of that was that you were
only allowed to go to the urinal three times in 24 hours. Eeing
on a rice and water diet, the rice turning to water, you would
want to go to the urinal 6 or 8 times in a night. Consequently
I was unable to eat fully. I was released at about the end of
six days.
Sgt, Kobo was the sergeant in charge of the
guard and I think he was responsible largely for discipline
as far as the Jarances troops were concerned. He occasionally
broke out and beat up various people. I have seen him quite
frequently at it. He was more or less fair and he did not do
it unless ycu gave him some cause for annoyance as far as they
were concerned.
Hi da1; a was an entirely different type. He was
purely sadistic and he delighted in being as cruel a« hs cHild
t?J anyone he t~ok a dislike to. He took a dislike to Capt.
Vihiteman and every time he caw that officer outside he made him
stand before the ranks and ha would beat him up or knocked him
down, and jump and stand on hi-, l-. jk. He did that to at least
half a dozen peo-J.a who he cisliktd intensely fur any reason
whatsoever. He was a very bad and vicious type.
It is very difficult to say whether any deaths
were caused by Hidata, It did necessitate their going off duty
for two or tnree days and eventually going to hospital with
something else and dying,., After a week in the cells you came
out with dysentery, scabies and beri beri and once you were
in a very bad condition you could not afford to let any of these
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I things get the better of you. I cannot say I saw anyone die
i as a direct result of an attack by these people. They have
I been directly responsible for the death of quite a numbe? 4
' The fact that a man was sick or under-nourished did not stay
them or prevent them in the least.
Originally the officers were going down with
working parties to the aerodrome. We did not want the men to
work as hard as the Japanese wanted and we got it both ways.
After Warch-April5 194.3, we were taken from
the men into a special camp. We did not have to do any work
for the Japanese after that- Ws were given a strip of jungle
to clear and '/e'td we would have to grow cur own food, That
was quite impossible,
The prisoners of war were employed on the
construction of aerodromes and airstrips,; I saw those airstrips
in Use afterwards by military fighter planes. I did not see men
working in the shipyard itself but they wore working on the
preparation of the ground prior to the building of the yards.
They were also employed handling ammunition and bombs.
Kuching was bombed practically every day from
April 45 onwards. To my knowledge the camp was definitely
hot marked as a prisoner--of-wax oamp0 To my knowledge there
were no Prisoner-of-war casualties from the bombing.
The food position was very bad0
the food ration wass

Per man per day

Bice
6,73 oss®
Sa g o f1 cur0
02 s .
Tapioca root 4 t Q ozs
Cucumber
3«0 ozs
They were Japanese rations, to which we supplemented from
ourselves potato leaves and the stems, equivalent to 12 oss, and
artichokes, which inolu.des the whole plant, root and stajk,
15 ozs. On top of that we had about half a teaspoonful of
sugar and a very small tea ration. We had a lower ration scale
than the men because we were not working for the Japanese,
Tho camp being as it was in the latter part of 1945 to keep the
gardens going and looping wood going, and with 50 and some times
75 percent of the camp ill and unfit to do these jobs, it meant
that a lot of people in the camp had to work very hard indeed,

I

The health of the men was far worse than the
health of the officers., The health of the officers was very
bad«. In the Eritish officers' cjimp we had about 15 percent
death roll and in the men it was 60 percent. In our camp we
had about 120 officers.

^
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The Japanese guards were definitely getting a
better ration than we were, When I was in the guard house I
could see all the guards food and what they got,, Although
their ration wad not what a European would consider a good
diet it was very good food indeed. They had ample fish, pork,
fruit, and rice
Originally we had a pork issue, in the early
stages, once a week and in the final stages it was once a month
or,once every two months» It represented a piece ex meat
x i". Y.e did occasionally get fish and when we did get it it wa
dried shark and it was alive with maggots. You got it once a
month if you did not get pork ,

Kedical supplies for practically the whole time
were non-existent. In the British officers' camp there was no
doctor until the last month. There were 5 or 6 doctors in the
Au.sbralian camp doing nothing. We applied repeatedly for a
doctor from the Australian camp* We had no medicines. People
with scabies, etc, were treated with hot water when we could
afford it from our meagre wood ration.- It was a matter of
using a rag which you could wash out and put back again,
I knew Yamamoto well and I have seen him quite
frequently, He never maltreated me but I have seen him maltreat
other peoplec I did not actually trade with Yamamoto but a
person who was very friendly with me did trade a watch for
medical supplies n I can assure you that Yamamoto was trading
Red Cross medico! supplies for watches. He traded with at least
two British officers in our camp, The medical supplies were
handed over to our camp medical orderlies and used for the
benefit of the whole, Tnere was also a market as far as watches
were concerned with the Japanese QL> for food..
Just prior to the capitulation for the two or
three days when Japan was hesitating as to whether to accept
or not a lot of medical supplies were issued by Yamamoto
consisting of bandages, disinfectants, iodine, quinine pills,
sulphur, which had undoubtedly been stored by him* His excuse
was that he did not know how long the war was going to last
and he had to make provision for anocher 12 to 18 months0
Twice while in Kuching we were lined on the
road while a senior Japanese officer drove past in a car. What
his name was or what he was like I have no idea, I think it may
have been Bab a but I cou.l.i rot swear to that. There were no
such thing as regular inotec. vion;; by senior officers. In
the early days col* Suga visited tne camp feaqiieiu-ly. For the
last 18 months be did not come near the camp it. all. He did
not go near tr.e hospital at alij his excuse being that he
considered the conditions in the hospital so appalling that he
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could not bear to go down. He went to the "omen's Camp and he
treated the women quite well. He used to take the children
out in his car and I think he did try to help them. Some
people seem to think he did his best to help us and others have
the opposite opinion. He did allow men to be starved and work
without shoes. He had women working in the sun and he did see
his men beating up prisoners. I know that women have been
beaten up but I have never actually seen it. He must have been
aware of it.
Collective punishment was the Japanese method
of maintaining discipline or frightening. That consisted of
standing to attention in the centre, standing with your hands
above your head. The whole camp was brought out on a parade
and men made to stand for two or three hours in the sun. Anyone
who moved a muscle or blinked an eye was taken out and beaten
down and told to get back again, Lt. Ojima I would say would
be responsible. Sgt „ Hubu was in ciierge of one.> Hadata was
given charge of another and he perpetrated beatings for any
reason at all. I am unable to say whether they reduced the
basic ration at all. What they did do was to reduce us in
the canteen. The canteen system in the later stages was
non-existent. Earlier you could purchase from a Japanese
fruiterer fruit and things like that. They did threaten and
they did at times say ;'You :ave done this and there will be no
canteen for one month
I have seen bananas brought in and photographed
but no-one ever knew where they went to. I never got a taste
of any.
As far as I know among the British officers
^here were no trials or executions.
We did receive pay0 We originally received 80
dollars a month and 60 were deducted for board and lodging and
10 were credited in the Yokahama Bank. From the remainder we
contributed 5 dollars a month to the men's mees or the
hospital. It was increased later on but the increase in pay
was not proportionate to the cost of anything you could purchase.
In the latter stages it was no use because you could not buy
anything with it.
We receive two issues of Led Cross supplies, one
at Changi and one about a year after we had been at Kuching.
They were from the American Led Cross and one parcel which was
meant for one man was divided between 4 and 5 men. I may say
regarding the initial issue which we received at Changi, far
from supplementing our rations it was mainly responsible for
keeping us alive for the first two or three days after we
arrived at Kuching. No arrangements had been made for any
cooking, rice, or anything. There was no water laid on. It
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was entirely due to having these Led Cross rations that kept
us going . It was no1- for t.iree or four days that we got an
issue.
I know the Japanese opened Led Cross medical
supplies9 I cannot say that "they opened them anywhere at the
camp at Kuching bat I have definitely seen Japanese guards
eating Led Cross rationsolhethes? they came from the particular
camp or whether the;/ had been opened somewhere else I do not
know.
I have not seen them smoking American cigarettes. I
have seen them eating preserved dates and figs and these
packages of fruit you get in Led Cross supplies.
The men at Kuching were literally worked and
starved to death. There was no proper issue of clothing and
footwear. Tropical ulcers were very bad at one stage. I
know of one amputation due to tropical ulcers and I know chaps
who have lost fingers and toes® To my knowledge there was only
one actual amputations
I was in hospital for about three days in 194-5
with dysentery. Conditions at that stage were quite inadequate.
There were no medical supplies. The cure for dysentery wa3 a
dose of salts and starvation. I subsequently saw the men's
quarters on the capitulation and the conditions in the men*s
hit in their sick bay with dysentery were absolutely appalling.
The men were lying on the ground too weak to movec There was
no one there to clean up the mess or to lock after themThe whole atmosphere of the place was frightful. The Roman
Catholic sisters from the Convent did a very fine piece of
work cleaning it up after the capitulation.
I CERTIFY that the above evidence is true and corrects •
Taken and sworn before me at
SYDNEY on this 22nd. day of November,
1945.
(Signed) A. J. LAwSIIELD
Comml sooner u

(Signed) S*V„B- DAY
Lt.
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Evidence taken before Mr. Justice M^lSF'IELE at Sydney,
on Wednesday 15 November, 194-5.
Lt-Col. Edmund KacArthur Sheppard being duly sworn gives the
following evidence:
My Army No. is KX34665, I am a Lt.-Col. Edmund MacArthur
Sheppard 2/10 Ed, Amb. I became a prisoner of war at Singapore
on 15 February, 1942, I subsequently proceeded under Lt.«Col,
Walsh as Senior Medical Officer of F Force to Sandakan on
17 July, 1942, and remained there until 27 October, 1942.,
The Ubi Marl was in a very cramped condition, and the Japanese
would not allow us to get to our baggage, which in the first
place was thrown into one of the forward holdso
The Japanese gave us no medical supplies and we were 'atiable to
get at our own supplies> In the beginning the Japanese told
us it was not to be a working party and not to take any
equipment because we would be supplied and not to take any
cooking utensils and that we were going to a malaria free
district •
I was told by the ADMS who had heard from Divisional HQ that
the Japanese asked for 1500 troops in the beginning and when
told that we did not have 1500 fit men, they said it did not
matter as it was not going to be a working party, I ir.c3.uded
148 medical persoinel, 118 being of my own unit — the 2/10
Fd. Amb. Attached we had two surgeons, two dental officers,
an officer dispenser and a sergeant dispenser-, We took our
own surgical and dental equipment plus about three months supply
of drugs, not believing the Jap,
The name of the Japanese Commandant on the ship was Okahara.
He was the first Camp Commandant at Sandakan, and was a
Lieutenant by rank. Later his place was taken by Hcshijima0
Sandakan, originally built by the Eritish to accommodate 750,
had 1500 crowded into itc The sanitation was shocking; in
fact, there were no sanitary arrangements made for u.s on
arrival, and for at least 48 hours we had no buckets for the
latrines. I got into trouble over that, then I got into more
trouble, when, being unable to obtain permission to the place
where the Australian working parties were, I just went anyhow.
I had heard that the sanitation out there was frightful and
that they had no latrines at all. We had a fair amount of
dysentery and I was afraid of it spreading. When they would
not give me permission I went up to the guard and just told
him where I was going, then marched off, the guard coming also
for awhile. When I got out there I was immediately put under
arrest and asked why I had come away and I explained my
reasons. When asked who gave me permission, I said "The guard".
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I I was threatened with death if I ever went outside again and
* all that business. Nothing was done out there at all in the
way of latrine accommodation. Frequent requests were made
for better sanitation in the camp for more buckets and buckets
that fitted, but Ikahara and Hoshijima would not listen.
The next incident of definite neglect was when we were running
out of mag. sulph. I went to Hoshijima and he said there was
none. The Japs did not have anyP 1 suggested perhaps that Dr.
Taylor, the MO in Sandakan, might have some, but Hoshijima said
he didn't have any either, I also suggested that some be
obtained from Kuching but he would not agree to that. They
had mag. sulph. because I included myself in a party to Sandakan
and saw Dr. Taylor. I asked him for many things and he told
me he could supply me with 80 percent of the things I wanted
V^andMag. Sulph. was definitely amongst them, /wlen I got back
~~to the camp I thanked Okahara for giving me the opportunity
of seeing Dr. Taylor, which, of course he hadn't.* Dr. Taylor's
exact words were that he could supply me with at least 50 per
cent probably 80 percent.
The accommodation in the hospital was overcrowded. Eventually
we had to take over huts from the ASC and other Fattalions in
order to make room for the sick, as they were increasing, and
this made the healthy men very much more overcrowded still, but
there with our equipment we were able to establish quite a
decent little hospital centre, but it was still unsatisfactory
as we had imagined something far better than at Kuching,

L

The Japanese insisted on sending out working parties daily, and
one occasion a Japanese NCO came down and had a look himself
and bundled three or four out, so that our contention as to
fitness and unfitness was in no way considered at all.
Before I left the cage was erected just near the gate and I saw
one man in there. The cage Was off the ground and you could
sit in it comfortably, I think, but could not stand up and
stretch out.

R

The water supply was most unsatisfactory, It was pumped when
the pump worked, and I am quite sure it was infected. We had
to get rain water from the roofs and build gutters to catch it.
Deaths were on the increase but in the early stages they were
not as numerous as I thought they were going to be, Deaths
were due to dysentery; malaria and malnutrition,
The diet on the Ubi Mari was limed rice and grissly -looking
stew which the men could not eat. Only 50 percent of the men
could get up on the deck at a time. They were fed from a big
barrel near a latrine, which were just boxes e^er the sides of
the ship. There were no ablutions until we complaj ned about it
and then they gave us one or two splashes with a sa lt-water hose
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When we disembarked they just sprayed us with a carbolic spray,
which they thought, made us perfectly fit.
/On 2 September 1942 at Sandakan we were all lined up in the small
/ square for what we thought was "tenko^ — morning roll call —
and there were two machine guns on the guard house, Lieut.
Hoshijima said that we all had to swear and sign our name to a
declaration that we would not escape and that if any cf our
personnel escaped the rp.:nainder requested they be shot to death.
Of course there were murmurs at once, Lt. Colonel Walsh went
up and made a statement to the rest that he personally would
not sign it. He was taken off by four guards with his hands
tied0 I went up then with Major J. S, Workman, who was EM.
We had a word with Oseka, Japanese interpreter and decided we
would sign under duress that we would not escape but we would
not sign that we requested that escapees be shot. We had it
altered to the effect that we knew they would be shot, not
requested that they be shot. At this time the guards began to
crowd in and the boys began to move up. They thought it was
going to be a rush for the gate. For a moment things were very
tense but fortunately nothing happened,
arrived at Kuching on 3 November/after a 6-day trip on the
Hiangor, a very small ship, diesel, which took about 150 Jap,
soldiers and I think seven or eight of us officers down on the
lower hatch. We were sprayed with sea water every night. On
the boat we had no food whatsoever for about three days, apart
from raw cucumber which we managed to coax from a little
Chinese cabin boy, We understood that food would be supplied
and did not worry for the time being. On complaining we were
told that the kitchen right near us was being used for cooking
food for the Japanese and we may use it when they were not using
it. About the third day they supplied us with rice and some
greens, It was not until welreac'ned Labuan that we were able to
buy some meat ourselves.
On arrival at Kuching Colonel Suga who was the senior officer
in Borneo in command of all prisoner of war camps there assured
us that we would be supplied with cooking utensils the following
morning. These did not eventuate for about a week, In the
meantime we were very kindly fed on tobacco supplied by the
Indonesians - they were very good to us - through the wire. Col.
Suga also stated that officers - British, Australian and Dutch would soon be able to meet on an equal social level. For
approximately two months Col. Suga made frequent visits to
the Australian officers huts after which he apparently decided
that this meeting on an equal social level was out of the questioi
as we did not encourage any fraternisingc
^^
j At Kuching we were joined by Major G. N. S. Campbell and Capt.
Scrivener who had been in jail in Kuching charged with having
| encouraged men to escape at Sandakan camp - anyhow, it was in

L
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connection with 11 men who attempted to escape from Sandakan.
The treatment of these officers while in jail was not of the
same standard as our officers would have got under our discipline
Llajor Campbell who was formerly 22 stone, having gone down to
8-| stone „ He lived at v^ stone for 6 months and died on 2
September, 1942. He lost 8 stone in a period of two to three
months.
On 13th June. 1942. I was transferred from the Australian
officers'' hut to the camp hospital which commenced on that
date. Included on the staff we :ad, beside myself, two British
medical officers, 4 Dutch medical officers, two German-Jew
refugees, an American dentist and one other civilian doctor.
At the hospital we treated the sick at sick parades from all
the camps with the exception of the women. For a population
of approximately two thousand we had accommodation which
consisted of two huts about 90 feet long and 15 feet wide, and
weie always overcrowded,. To give an example of their neglect
one hut - the dysentery hut, which was 54 feet long and 15 feet
wide with a verandah of 3 feet contained 74 dysentery patients
lying on the ground covered only with a piece of sacking as
most of the men nad sold their blankets for food by this time.
Fifty-four patients were on the floor and 20 more outside?
on the verandah» We had three bucket latrines at the end of
the verandah and one bed pan for all the patients, we had no
lights at night and medical orderlies if moving or when leaving
the hut to report the condition of a patient were frequently
attacked by the guards who unfortunately changed right outside
our hut every hour,
The 1500 British troops that had arrived at Changi from Kuching
about 6 weeks before we did were also told by the Japanese it
was to be a working party and were nob to take medical equipment.
Unfortunately this force did not take equipment and the only
instrument the Japanese supplied us with in the beginning was
one pair of scissors and the civilian doctors had a few odd
articles with them but they were not of much use and actually
the only sharp surgical instrument we had was a stainless
penknife, which iarst of the minor surgery was done with. The
only accommodation for TB patients which only amounted to 5 at
the commencement but increased enormously later, was a small
room at the end of one hut. I frequently made requests for
extra food for these patients? all I asked for was two eggs
per day for the patients, Col. Suga on the fallowing Saturday
himself brought dewn 8 eggs as a present from the Japanese
and that was the end of the session as far as the eggs were
concerned 0 No moie were supplied to them although I explained
we had the money anz were prepared to buy them at any cost.
In June, 1943, approximately 19 more Australian officers were
transferred from Sandakan to Kuching. In October, 1943, the
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remaining officers were alsc transferred to Kuching with the
exception of three medical officers, two padres and two other
officers who were acting as canteen officers and liaison,
It was about Lay 19^3 that serious bashings took place. Eashings
were frequent, comprising anything from clapping of the face
to punching, kicking., ju-jitsu throws, making people climb
trees and make noises like birds, kicking in the testicles,
hitting v/ith sticks and on one occasion a man was treated
for deep wounds in the back of a result with a slash with a paran
Although I did not actually see it, there were cases of burning
with cigarettes; I:ve seen them put cigarettes into the ears
..o£_monkeys just for fun;/one Japanese sentry told me our
punishment was not as severe as theirs. He was AWL at one
time and when he came back he was bashed unconscious and
when he regained consciousness found they were burning him with
cigarettes to bring him round. They then bashed him into
unconsciousness again- This happened several times0 Japanese
treatment of their own soldiers was just as bad, or worse as
the treatment of the prisoners of war,
OrQy on one occasion did I see a woman hit. That was Mrs* Adams,
the barrackmastcr of the women3 compound, I saw her being
hit over the faoe three times, while I was there, I also heard
of the bashing given to Dr, Gibson, a woman doctor, by Dr.
Yamamoto in the women's compound, Dr:, Gibson, wanted one
certain person to be a blood donor in a transfusion and Dr.
Yamamoto wanted someone else5 He hit her many times over
the face and kicked her in the shins. She passed our quarters
for many months with bandaged legs, Dr, Yamamoto was about the
worst offender in the bashings<> Every medical officer at the
hospital had on some occasion been bashed0 The worst probably
was a Dutch medical officer named Borgmeyer, a man of about
6 ft 3:I or 6 ft, 4'10 He was taken to by Dr0 Yamamoto with a
schoolmasters came or walking stick and given several cuts across
the facey neck and shoulders in our presence, One hit produced
a cut skindeep and the others all produced wheals; after this
he was taken to Dr„ Yamamoto's office and the treatment was
repeated up there,
Dr„ Yamamoto appeared on one occasion with an injured finger,
He was obviously in a very bad mood. Just prior to my going in
he told me that if any Australian officer was too sick to be out
of bed a red badge would be supplied ., Later I heard Dr „
Yamamoto's finger was injured rushing through a 1?ire fence and
I heard that Major Lay son had been attacked oy him that morning,
early for not being on "tanko" (morni'03 parade)
~ examined
Major hay son and found he had a mark 0.1 the forehead which he
said was due to being hit by a clog.. He also had bruises on the
cheek and had been kicked in the shin i_i several places. I
have heard later that his left ma-fill a was frac tared , Dr,
Yamamoto appeared at tne door and I explained to him that this
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| man was 52 years of age and that he had been brutally assaulter
' and that he had been ordered by me to remain in bed and that I
could not see any just cause for the assault at all. However,
Dr. Yamamoto walked away quietly. One day in the ward while
examining a case with Dr. Yamamoto, without any warning he
forced his elbow into my stomach and then stood back and amidst
screams - he was working himself up - punched me about 8 or 9
times and kicked me in the privates and bashed me about the roor
after which he retired to his own quarters still screaming, and
explained that to his own staff, that either he or I were off
his head. Then he sent for our liaison officer and said that
if Col. Shepperd wanted to know why he had been bashed it was
because I had called him yellow and inferior. He had obviously
been saving that up for a long period since the days up at
Sandakan when I told him his ideas of sanitation were primitive
and his knowledge of medicine was obsolete and that every time
he touched a red senna nothing happened but every time he touche
a yellow senna Col. Sheppard laughed.
The bashings witnessed by us went on I suprose on an average of
10 a day; they weie all for very minor offences or cases in
which there was a definite misunderstanding. I saw 4 or 5
medical orderlies knocked about, bashed, kicked and thrown to
the ground and one man put up a tree all because one mecical
orderly had been punished for some definite crime - some definit
purpose.
One day two of the Australian privates who were living in Camp 5
with the British 01s spoke to me during sick parade, stating
they had that afternoon been to a funeral of one of our
Australian officers. Their job had been to dig the grave and
to remove the coffin from the lorry to the ground and to the
grave. They saw congealed blood in great quantities running
out of the bottom of the coffin. They did not know who the
officer was, as the officiating Chaplain was not allowed to
give the name. The next day a Japanese NCO s.aid the Australian
officer had been ijcut off", meaning he had be
en ex ecuted. We
heard nothing official, but I understand Colonel Walsh was told
officially by Col. Suga that the officer at whose funeral ,they
had been previously was Capt. Lionel Latthews.
I Until the end of December 1944, I think the total deaths during
I our stay did not amount to more than one hundred out of a camp
strength of approximately two,thousand. Between January 1 and
August 31, 194*5, the de a thi/'i fpr oxirn a t e ly 580 . We expected the
deaths in August, which were greatly rising each month, to be
150. -On the 15th August, the third anniversary of the Kuching
camp. We went along, knowing the war was over, The commandant
of the camp did not know we knew it was over; he told us,
however, of the atomic bomb and of how the Americans sank food
; ships coming to us, etcetera, and he said, "I will give you
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more food;" "I will give you more clothing" and that the food
was to he a rice issue, a few more greens, eggs, and after a
fortnight it was a little bit more fatty pork, and the death
rate suddenly dropped from 5 a day to three a day in August,
which goes to prove that if we had had a little more food and
a little less work, this would have been prevented.
The deaths were caused through deficiency diseases due to low
resistance. TEs were increasing terrifically. Up to 50
percent, I should say, had TB; they were living skeletons.
We had one pair of scissors given to us by the Japanese and
later on were allowed to use the ear, nose and throat apparatu.
Each month we were given a few drugs for which we signed, but
the total was inadequate. The quinine which was wanted so much
was given in small quantities. Vie were given, occasionally,
some Iodoform, spirits and tincture of iodine. At one period
a tremendous number of men had huge ulcers exposing bones,
muscles and nerves, and there was only one pair of scissors.
Later a huge roll of silk was brought in by the Japanese, to
be used as bandages.
At one time Japanese personnel came for the purposes of photographing things in the camp. Tho doctor got Col. King and Mr.
Becking and a sergeant to examine the patients. He said they
also stopped a man in the street, for photographic purposes,
who was perfectly well, and put clean bandages around near his
elbows, and a photograph was taken.
A load of bananas was taken to the camp and photographed at the
canteen, the bananas being returned after the photograph was
taken.
Three or four Australian officers of good physique and two or
three women were taken down to the swimming pool in Kuching,
photographed on the side of the baths and returned immediately
by truck to the camp. I understand one Australian officer
dived in, and did manage to at least get himself wet.
Dr. Yamamoto was responsible for the supply of drugs to the
hospital and of medical supplies. I think the Japanese release
a lot of the stuff they had stored away for their own forces in
the jungle, and when this stuff was not wanted they did a lot
for us, They brought in blankets and boots from the Kuching
hospital, mosquito nets and pyjamas. At the hospital were
supplies of quinine, mrgsulf, sodisulf, spirits and lots of
proprietary things, such as anti-diphtheric serum, vaccines,
morphia, plenty of bandages and iodine; supplies I had not
seen for years.
If that material had been made available earlier and if we
had had proper surgical equipment we could have done a treat
deal for the men, but as it was, we were absolutely helpless.
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We got rice polishings on occasions tut later on ct n±6h+' I
saw them taken down to the pigs. This was the time when we had
patients suffering from vitamin ^ficiuncics which the rice
polishings would have helped. Our onco-a-week ration of pork
could just he tasted with the rice with which it was mixed.
The calory content would be about 900 to 1000, which was the
minimum a man could live on, doing no work.
hr. Wilson, our Bed Cross representative was able to deal with
someone from whom he was able to get a few eggs, some milk,
cocoanuts and occasionally a chicken or two. When we moved to
Kuching, thinking Kuching was the headquarters with proper
medical arrangements, I asked the Japanese themselves if Lr.
Wilson could accompany us. We were told, when we arrived, he
was an officer with us and could not be recognised. He made
several requests in writing for interviews and had seen someone
on two or three occasions but was not allowed to do anything
and on the last occasion I saw him he was threatened with jail.
We got one-sixth of a parcel of Bed Cross overseas parcels,
per man, about September, 1944. Just at the- end one or two
Red Cross packages were thrown in to us at the hospital, most
of which were rotten. They had been stored, in a store and mislaid, apparently.
Coming tack from the funeral one day, early in the piece, I saw
piles of boxes with the Red Cross on the side. I heard no
more of them.
I c rtify that the above statement is true and correct.
Taken and sworn before me at )
Sydncv on Wednesday 14 November)
1945."
)
(Sgd.) A.J. LANSFIELD.
Commissioner.

(Sgd.)
E.L. SKEFf-ARD,

It .Col.
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Lt-Col. Neville Howard MOEGAN QX6439. C.O. 2/12 Aust. Fd. Amb
being duly sworn is examined by prosecutors
I was in charge of the medical team that went to Kuching in
September to attend to the FWs and internees. I first visited
the camp on tht, morning of the 8th. In the Australian camp
all the officers and other ranks therein were suffering from
general malnutrition. In the Eritish other ranks camp about 250
cases were stretcher cases of whom 100 were suffering from a
degree of malnutrition which we refer to in future as famine
OEDELA which was likely to bring about their death within a
fortnight. In the Male internees camp a severe degree of
malnutrition was also found. Ihe Dutch the Indians the Priests
the British officers were all suffering from a degree of malnutrition - the women and children were in fairly good condition.
Approximately four personnel in the camp were dying each day when
I came in. After Major HUDSON and I commenced the resucitation
which was used on these people a total of not more than 14
further deaths occurred. Of those who did die, several had cancer
and several tuberculosis. That is to say we were able to save
all but four cases of famine OEDEMA. I observed Japanese guards
on point duty. All the Japanese I saw were well nourished. The
camp was still being run as a PW camp, camp commandant Col. SUGA
still exercised his command over all the FWs, When I came in
there the Japanese Civilian Hospital in Kuching was functioning
for some PWs and Internees. A total of 39 only patients were housed
therein. Two Australian medical officers and a polyglot lot of
medical orderlies were working there. In the PW camp two or three
buildings were used as camp hospital. This housed 30 to 40
patients of all nationalities. In the Eritish camp about 250
patients were lying in the ordinary compound huts with only one
medical officer, Col. King, 100 or so of them expected to die
within the fortnight. Very few of them were on mattresses,
a sort of floor boards with a blanket or something underneath
being the stock hospital bed. Their main article of bedclothes
appeared to be parachutes. Of the dressing on their ulcers a
number had new Japanese dressings and a great number old rags.
Medical stores there were in very short supply - surgical
instruments almost none. Several demands for instruments were
made on me immediately by the 0.C, of the camp hospital. The
men's clothings, patients and otherwise was in a very poor
condition but they saved it by wearing loin cloths as much as
possible. No member of the FW camp would be classified as fit
for any kind of work by ordinary Australian medical standards.
We evacuated sick two thirds of the camp. Famine OEDEMA is a diseas
which is caused by conditions of semi starvation operating over
a period of months. I will draw the inference that had those
conditions continued to operate for a sufficiently long period
unstated that nobody would have survived in the whole camp.
I expect at least 50 would have died within the next fortnight.
And a greater number say about 70 or 100 within the next six
weeks under their then present conditions.
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Cross-examined by Defending Council (Sir,)
Q.
h..

Were those people ordered to work outside the camp while you
were there?
The only people who worked outside the camp were Indonesian
while I was there.

Questioned by the Court.
Q.
r.,

Q.
A.
Q.
A.

Q.
A.

Colonel Morgan you stated that deaths were due to cancer and
T.E. Would you infer that the cancer and T.B. was duo to
malnutrition?
It was not my intention to infer that. The malnutrition woulc
aggravate both disorders. The reason that I stated that
these cases of cancer and T.B. died was to show that only
two or three cases of Famine Oedema died after we got there.
Thus they should have been saved. It was the responsibility
of the Doctors down there to stop that.
Do you know if the Japanese had medical supplies at Kuching
and have you any idea, as to the quantity?
The Imperial Japanese Army presented me with 50 cases of
medical stores the same day I came in.
Were the medical stores available useful for the treatment
of those medical cases?
In the case of famine Oedema - no. For Beri Beri and the
general lack of vitamin there were vitamin tablets there but
nothing else. There were practically no surgical instruments
Did you see any cases of Feri Beri among tho prisoners of
war?
A large number of the cases famine Oedema were complicated
by beri bori.

Q.
A.

Did you seo any medical records that were kept by the Ja.pe.nes
I did not see any.

Q.
A.

At the time you went there did you see Lieutenant Yamamoto?
Ye s .

Q.
A.

Do you know what duties he was performing?
He was introduced to me by Colonel Suga as a Japanese Medical
Officer in charge, some of them referred to him as Dr.
Yamamoto.

Furth r cross-examined by the defending officer by leave of the Cou:
Q.
A.

After the war was orcr Kuching Hospital received 50 cases
from. Supply Depot - were there any bandages among those
supplies?
Yes.
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Q.

When the Cclonel went to Kuching the Japanese soldiers were not
• using matresses?
A, No.

Re-examined by prosecutor, by leave cf CourtQ,
A.

Do you know of your own knowledge where these mattresses came
from?
The Internee Nuns manufactured them. They were still making
them while we were there,

Q, Have you any idea of the actual quantity when you arrived?
A, I suppose there were up to 90 in the camp most of which went
to the general hospital-,
Q, What is the treatment for Famine Oedema,
A, A correctly balanced diet plus general nursing treatment,
complete rest and for the severe cases, blood and serum
transfusions,
Q. Was there any food available for these people in the Kuching
area?
A.

I cannot answer that question,

R.P. 83 (b) is complied with,
I certify that this is a true copy of the record of evidence of
QX64-39 Lt-Col N. Morgan contained in the proceedings of Military
Court at the trial of Captain NAKATA, Take'o and Lieutenant
Y AMMO TO, Katsuji on 15th to 22nd, December, 1945, and that the
original proceedings are held at Headquarters Australian Military
Forces, Melbourne, Australia,
(Signed) T, MOLNANE
"
Lieutenant-Colone ,
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